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Abstract
Goal-oriented requirements engineering approaches aim to capture desired goals and strategies of relevant stakeholders during
early requirements engineering stages, using goal models. Socio-technical systems (STSs) involve a rich interplay of human
actors (traditional stakeholders, described as actors in goal models) and technical systems. Actors may depend on each other
for goals to be achieved, activities to be performed, and resources to be supplied. These dependencies create new opportunities
by extending actors’ capabilities but may make the actor vulnerable if the dependee fails to deliver the dependum (knowingly
or unintentionally). This paper proposes a novel quantitative metric, called Actor Interaction Metric (AIM), to measure inter-
actor dependencies in Goal-oriented Requirements Language (GRL) models. The metric is used to categorize inter-actor
dependencies into positive (beneficial), negative (harmful), and neutral (no impact). Furthermore, the AIM metric is used to
identify the most harmful/beneficial dependency for each actor. The proposed approach is implemented in a tool targeting the
textual GRL language, part of the User Requirements Notation (URN) standard. We evaluate experimentally our approach
using 13 GRL models, with positive results on applicability and scalability.
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1 Introduction

Goal modeling has been recognized as a popular way of
representing and reasoning about the objectives of socio-
technical systems (STS). Socio-technical systems (STSs)
are organizational systems consisting of people, business
processes, software applications, and hardware components
[40].

In a goal model, goals are used to depict business
objectives and system requirements [43]. These goals are
connected to other goals and/or other model elements such
as tasks that the system is expected to perform or resources
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that are required. Goal model elements can be allocated to
stakeholders or systems, often referred to as actors or agents.
Over the years, several common goal modeling languages
and notations have been developed in the Requirements
Engineering (RE) community, including popular ones such
as i* [60], Keep All Objects Satisfied (KAOS) [55], the
NFR Framework [15], Tropos [22], and the Goal-oriented
Requirement Language (GRL) [36] part of ITU-T’s User
Requirements Notation (URN) standard. Several techniques
havebeenproposed to analyze goalmodels. These techniques
differ in their targeted language and in their purpose. Goal
model analysis areas include the qualitative or/and quanti-
tative evaluation of satisfaction levels of goals and actors
composing the model given some initial satisfaction lev-
els [3,9,19,31,32,41], the evaluation of design alternatives
[53,56], the prioritization of requirements [49], the checking
of goal model’s formal properties [17,21], the computation
of different types of metrics [19,26,27], and the detection
and resolution of conflicts [4,28,29,38,44,45,57]. Socio-
technical systems (STSs) involve a rich interplay of human
actors (the traditional stakeholders, described as actors in
goal models) and technical systems [16]. Actors may depend
on each other for goals to be achieved, activities to be per-
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formed, and resources to be supplied. These dependencies
will open new opportunities by extending actors’ capabili-
ties, since an actor will be able to achieve goals that he was
not able to realize (or not as easily or as efficiently) without
these dependencies. By following the chains of dependen-
cies, one could explore the expanded possibilities that are
open to an actor. However, these dependencies may make
the actor (depender) vulnerable. Indeed, if the dependee fails
to deliver the dependum (knowingly or unintentionally), the
depender would be adversely affected in its ability to fulfill
its goals [61], which may lead to delays or increased costs,
and may hinder the overall project success.

Although there is no common agreement about a defini-
tion of conflict between requirements [57], in goal models
a conflict often refers to a situation where the satisfaction
of a goal may preclude the satisfaction of another [57]. For
example, a conflict occurs when different goals provide con-
tradictory contributions to the same goals [22]. In addition,
in real-world competitive environments, the goals of differ-
ent stakeholders may be of a conflicting or opposing nature.
Such conflicts may not be avoided, however, it is essen-
tial to analyze inter-actor dependencies and answers should
be provided to many questions such as (1) To what extent
inter-actor dependencies can have an impact on the inter-
vening actors? (2) How to measure effectively the absolute
magnitude of these dependencies (beneficial or undesirable),
regardless of the strategies adopted by the interacting actors?
(3) Can such measurement be refined/adjusted in presence
of constraints related to the satisfaction of some model ele-
ments? (4) How can an actor identify his most harmful
dependency (making him the most vulnerable) and his most
beneficial dependency (providing himwith themost valuable
opportunity)?

Existing work provides insights to answer, partially, some
of these questions. However, to the best of our knowledge,
no comprehensive approach has been proposed to address
all these concerns. The main goal of this paper is to propose
a novel, simple, and flexible approach to measure quantita-
tively the impact of inter-actor dependencies in goal models.
Furthermore, our aim is to propose a scalable technique, since
scalability is considered as one of the most important prob-
lems associated with i*-based frameworks [42,48] and many
goal-oriented quantitative techniques suffer from scalability
issues [13,14,30,51].

Our proposed approach is meant to be applied during
the early stages of the requirements engineering phase.
It is based on goal model satisfaction analysis, which
has been used as a decision-making tool, helping model-
ers to choose between alternative system functionalities or
design configurations, before the requirements specifica-
tion is produced [31]. We have selected the Goal-oriented
Requirement Language (GRL) [36] as our target language,
given its status as an ITU-T (International Telecommuni-

cation Union Telecommunication Standardization Sector)
international standard and because it supports quantitative
evaluation strategies. In particular, we have chosen the tex-
tual representation of GRL, part of the TURN (Textual User
Requirements Notation) standard to automate our approach
[36]. The textual GRL has been introduced in order to
improve the usability, productivity, and scalability of GRL
models [1,2,39].

In this paper, we make the following contributions:

– Propose a novel metric, called Actor Interaction Met-
ric (AIM), to measure inter-actor dependencies in GRL
models. AIM is a quantitative metric since it is based on
the computation of GRL actors’ quantitative satisfaction
intervals. It is also syntactic in the sense that it depends
only on the model structure, not on the model semantics,
i.e., we don’t consider the model domain, the types of
intentional elements (e.g., goal vs. softgoal vs. task), and
the meaning of the text enclosed within the intentional
elements. The AIM metric is used to categorize inter-
actor dependencies into positive, negative, and neutral.
Furthermore, the AIMmetric is used to identify the most
harmful/beneficial dependency for each actor, given any
user-defined strategy.

– Automate the GRL actor interaction analysis approach
and the proposed AIM within the textual GRL language,
part of the TURN (Textual User Requirements Notation)
standard [36].

– Evaluate experimentally the applicability and scalability
of the proposed approach and prototype tool by applying
it to a running example as well as to 13 Textual GRL
models of different sizes, configurations, and complexity
(8 models were taken from literature and 5 models were
created to cover specific configurations).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
next section provides the background of this research. In the
following section, we discuss the problem at hand, the moti-
vation, and the rationale of this research. Section 4 presents
and discusses existing work related to the analysis of actor
interactions and conflict detection in goal-oriented models.
In Sect. 5, we present our proposed inter-actor interaction
analysis approach and we apply it to our running exam-
ple (Sect. 5.8). We evaluate experimentally our approach in
Sect. 6, using 13 models, eight of which are publicly avail-
able. A presentation of the main benefits of our approach,
a comparison with related work, a presentation of potential
threats to validity, and a description of some practical con-
siderations are provided in Sect. 7. Finally, conclusions and
future work are presented in Sect. 8.
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Fig. 1 University–Alumni GRL model

2 Research background

Tomake the paper self-contained, we start by introducing the
GRL language constructs using a simplified and modified
GRL specification of the University–Alumni model intro-
duced byHassine andAmyot [28]. This example will be used
as our motivational example in order to define the research
problem (see Sect. 3) and to illustrate the applicability of the
proposed approach (see Sect. 5).

2.1 GRL in nutshell: University–Alumni GRLmodel

The University–Alumni GRL model, produced using the
jUCMNav [37] tool and illustrated in Fig. 1, is composed
of two GRL actors “Alumni-Relations Department” and
“Alumnus.”

Actors (illustrated as ) represent holders of inten-
tions. They are often used to represent stakeholders (as
in this running example) as well as systems. GRL actors
may enclose intentional elements describing their intentions
and capabilities. For example, the actor “Alumni-Relations
Department” wants to foster the relationship between the
university and its alumni. This is represented as a softgoal
(illustrated as ) named “Fostering the University–Alumni
relationship.” Softgoals distinguish themselves from goals
(illustrated as , e.g., “Helping current students” in actor
“Alumnus”) in that there are no clear-cut criteria with respect
to its satisfaction. Decomposition links (illustrated as )
allow an intentional element to be decomposed into sub-
elements (using AND, OR, or XOR relationships). For
example, softgoal “Fostering the University–Alumni rela-

tionship” is refined using an AND-decomposition into two
softgoals “Effective networking” and “Enhanced collabora-
tion with industry.”

Actor capabilities are often described using tasks (illus-
trated as ), representing activities and possible solutions
to (or operationalizations to) achieve goals or softgoals.
For instance, goal “Helping current students” (in actor
“Alumnus”) is decomposed, using an OR-decomposition,
into two tasks “Share experience with students” and “Men-
tor current students.” Actor “Alumni-Relations Depart-
ment” has four leaf tasks “Organize networking events,”
“Use social media,” “Support industry-related projects,” and
“Provide access to the university facilities.”

Furthermore, intentional elements, within an actor, may
be connected using contribution links (illustrated as )
expressing the impact (positive or negative, at different lev-
els of sufficiency) of one intentional element on another
one. A contribution link has a qualitative contribution type
(Make ( ), Help ( ), SomePositive ( ), Unknown ( ),
SomeNegative ( ), Break ( ), or Hurt ( )) or a quantita-
tive contribution weight (e.g., an integer value within [−100,
100]). For example, task “Organize networking events” con-
tributes positively (i.e., SomePositive as qualitative value and
+75 as quantitative value) to softgoal “Effective networking.”

The interactionbetween actors “Alumni-RelationsDepart-
ment” and “Alumnus” are expressed using two explicit
dependency links (illustrated as ): (1) softgoal
“Enhanced collaboration with industry” depends on task
“Establish research collaboration.” We refer to this depen-
dency as #1 in Table 2 (Sect. 5.8), and (2) goal “Helping
current students” depends on task “Provide access to the
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university facilities.” We refer to this dependency as #2 in
Table 2 (Sect. 5.8).

2.2 GRL satisfaction analysis

Many analysis techniques can be applied to GRL models.
The URN standard [36] introduces GRL satisfaction analy-
sis [9], which assigns some initial satisfaction values (called
evaluation strategy) to a subset of the intentional elements
(often leaf elements) and then propagates these values to the
other intentional elements of themodel via the variousmodel
links, e.g., decompositions, contributions, dependencies, etc.

2.2.1 GRL strategies

Strategies can be: (1) qualitative: seven satisfaction labels are
considered, namely, Satisfied ( ), Weakly Satisfied ( ),
Denied( ), Weakly Denied ( ), Neutral ( ), Unknown ( ),
and Conflict ( ), (2) quantitative: satisfaction values are
computed within the [−100, 100] range (−100 for suf-
ficiently denied, 100 for sufficiently satisfied, [1, 99] for
weakly satisfied, and [–99, –1] for weakly denied) [36], or
(3) hybrid: uses a combination of qualitative and quantitative
values.

The (Partially) Satisfied value represents the presence of
evidence which is (Insufficient) Sufficient to satisfy an inten-
tional element [34]. Partially denied and denied values have
the same definition with respect to negative evidence [34].

Figure 2 illustrates examples of propagation of the satis-
faction values through various GRL links. For example, in
Fig. 2a, the satisfaction level of goal G (decomposed through
AND-decomposition link) is theminimumvalue of the quan-
titative evaluation values of its source elements G1 (+75),
G2(+25), and G3(–50). For an OR-decomposition link (see
Fig. 2b), the satisfaction level is the maximum value of the
quantitative evaluation of its source elements; hence the sat-
isfaction of goal G is +75.

For contribution links, the total quantitative contribution
is the sum of the products of the quantitative evaluation of
each source element by its quantitative contribution level to
the element. For example, in Fig. 2c, the satisfaction of goal
G is computed as follows: (75 (G1) × 100%) + (25 (G2) ×
75%) + (–50 (G3) × 50%) = 68. It is worth noting that if the
satisfaction value of an element exceeds +100, it will be set to
+100. Similarly, if the satisfaction value of an element goes
below −100, it will be set to −100. For dependency links,
the source element of the dependency links cannot have an
evaluation value higher than those of the target elements of
the dependency links. A simple example is shown in Fig. 2d,
with a strategy that initializes the satisfaction of G1 to +75
and the satisfaction of G2 to +25. The satisfaction value of
G is computed as follows: min(75 × 50%, 25) = 25.

Fig. 2 Quantitative propagation of satisfaction values through GRL
links

In addition, a consolidated satisfaction value can be
derived for the containing GRL actor based on the satisfac-
tion of its intentional elements. To this end, the analyst should
identify which intentional elements are important to the con-
taining actor (can be root or non-root elements). At least
one intentional element bound to the actor, to be evaluated,
should have an importance level. The qualitative importance
(shown between parentheses in intentional elements) can be
(H)igh, (M)edium, (L)ow, or None (default). The quantita-
tive importance is specified as an integer between (0) and
(100). For example, in Fig. 1, all root elements, i.e., “Fos-
tering the University–Alumni relationship” and “Give back
to university,” have high importance, denoted by (100). The
satisfaction of an actor is computed as follows:

Sat(Actor) =
∑

i Sat(elementi ) × I mp(elementi )
∑

i I mp(elementi )

For example, in Fig. 1, the computed satisfaction of actor
“Alumni-Relations Department” is the same as the sat-
isfaction of the softgoal “Fostering the University–Alumni
relationship.”

In GRL, we distinguish between explicit and implicit
dependencies [26]. Contribution, correlations, and decom-
position links are considered as implicit dependencies (as
opposed to explicit dependency, illustrated as ). For
example, the satisfaction of goal G in Fig. 2a–c depends on
the satisfaction of its children G1, G2, and G3.

2.2.2 Evaluation of alternative strategies

Depending on the context and goals of the intervening stake-
holders, analysts design and evaluate several strategies in
order to select the one representing the best trade-off. The
most appropriate strategy provides rationale and documen-
tation for decisions leading to requirements.
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In the running example (see Fig. 1), actor “Alumni-
Relations Department” wants to achieve his top goal
“Fostering the University–Alumni relationship.” To attain
his goal, the actor has 4 activities (GRL tasks: “Organize
networking events,” “Use social media,” “Support industry-
related projects,” “Provide access to the university facilities”)
from which he can satisfy one or many. Depending on the
university regulations and the budgetary constraints in place,
actor “Alumni-RelationsDepartment”may consider, among
others, the following strategies:

1. D1: Sufficient budget and no facility restrictions: actor
“Alumni-Relations Department” may decide to fully
satisfy (i.e., 100) all his GRL tasks.

2. D2: Limited budget and no facility restrictions: actor
“Alumni-Relations Department” may decide to fully
satisfy (i.e., 100) “Use social media” and “Provide access
to the university facilities,” while weakly satisfy (i.e., 50)
“Organize networking events” and “Support industry-
related projects.”

3. D3: Sufficient budget and strict facility restrictions: actor
“Alumni-Relations Department” may decide to fully
satisfy (i.e., 100) “Use social media,” “Organize net-
working events,” and “Support industry-related projects,”
while fully deny (i.e., −100) “Provide access to the uni-
versity facilities.”

4. D4: Sufficient budget and partial facility restrictions:
actor “Alumni-Relations Department” may decide to
fully satisfy (i.e., 100) “Use socialmedia,” “Organize net-
working events,” and “Support industry-related projects,”
while weakly satisfy (i.e., 50) “Provide access to the uni-
versity facilities.”

Similarly, actor “Alumnus” wants to achieve his top goal
“Give back to university” and he has 5 activities (GRL tasks:
“Identify collaboration areas,” “Share experience with stu-
dents,” “Mentor current students,” “Donate to the university,”
“Advertise job openings”) from which he can satisfy one or
many.

Depending on his willingness to make monetary vs. non-
monetary contributions and the amount of effort he can spend
to achieve “Give back to university,” actor “Alumnus” may
consider, among others, the following strategies:

1. A1: Non-monetary contributions only: actor “Alumnus”
may decide to fully deny (i.e., −100) “Donate to the
university” and “Mentor current students,” while fully
satisfy “Identify collaboration areas,” “Share experience
with students,” and “Advertise job openings.”

2. A2: Monetary contributions only: actor “Alumnus” may
decide to fully satisfy (i.e., 100) “Donate to the univer-
sity” and fully deny (i.e., −100) the remaining GRL
tasks.

3. A3: Moderate non-monetary and monetary contribu-
tions: actor “Alumnus”maydecide toweakly satisfy (i.e.,
50) all his tasks.

Combining the fourAlumni-RelationsDepartment strate-
gies and the three Alumnus strategies results in 12 strategies,
summarized in Table 1. For each alternative solution, we
show the resulting actor satisfaction values.

Given the 12 GRL strategies, the best trade-offs to sat-
isfy both actors are: D1 & A3, D2 & A3, and D4 & A3, all
leading to 12 and 73 as actors’ satisfaction values. The next
step would be to develop the requirements of the selected
alternative solution. For example, if D2 & A3 alternative is
selected, the “Alumni-Relations Department” has to:

– Create a sound social media strategy to fully satisfy “Use
social media.” For example, a sound strategy involves
setting clear goals, pick the right social media channels,
create content, and track meaningful metrics, e.g., click-
throughs, cost-per-click, etc.

– Provide visitors an easy access to the university premises
in order to fully satisfy “Provide access to the university
facilities.”

– Ideally, the “Alumni-Relations Department” would like
to organize 2 networking events per year. However, given
the allocated budget, the department will plan for one
single event to partially satisfy “Organize networking
events.”

– Put in place a procedure to provide partial support for
industry-related projects, e.g., limited travel grants, lim-
ited summer assignments, etc., in order to weakly satisfy
“Support industry-related projects.”

Similarly, actor “Alumnus” should detail all requirements
that lead to a partial satisfaction all his tasks. For example, to
partially satisfy “Donate to the university,” an alumnus can
decide to participate and donate to one single fund-raising
event (the university organizes at least two fund-raising
events every year).

2.2.3 GRL circular dependencies

GRL models may contain circular dependencies (a.k.a.
cycles). As stated in the URN standard [36], a dependency
cycle is not evaluated (i.e., satisfaction analysis is blocked)
unless the satisfaction of one of its elements is manually
overridden. Manually setting a satisfaction value is similar
to breaking the cycle because manual evaluations cannot be
overridden by the automatic propagation algorithm. Figure 3
illustrates a GRL model with a circular dependency: (1) G2
depends on G1 (explicit dependency), (2) G1 depends on
G3 (explicit dependency), and G3 depends on G1 (implicit
dependency, i.e., contribution). In presence of this cycle, the
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Table 1 Running example:
assessment of alternative
solutions

Actor satisfaction
GRL Model strategies Alumni-Relations Department Alumnus

D1 & A1 25 −3

D1 & A2 −25 3

D1 & A3 12 73

D2 & A1 25 −3

D2 & A2 −25 3

D2 & A3 12 73

D3 & A1 0 −33

D3 & A2 −25 3

D3 & A3 0 50

D4 & A1 25 −11

D4 & A2 −25 3

D4 & A3 12 73

Fig. 3 Example of circular dependency

initial satisfaction values of tasks T1 and T2 (fully satisfied),
were not propagated to the rest of the model.

For a complete description of the GRL language and the
satisfaction algorithms, interested readers are referred to the
URN standard [36].

2.3 Textual GRL (TGRL)

In addition to the concrete graphical syntax supported by the
jUCMNav tool [37], textual representations of GRL (TGRL)
have been proposed in order to improve the usability, produc-
tivity, and scalability of GRL models [1,2,39]. The textual
representation of GRL has been standardized by the Interna-
tional Telecommunication Union (ITU-T), as part of TURN
(Textual User Requirements Notation). TURN is defined as
an Xtext grammar, from which an editor and the TURN
metamodel are automatically generated [39], covering a large
subset of URN [36].

In this research, we implement our proposed approach for
the textual representation of GRL, as defined in the ITU-T

Fig. 4 TGRL specification of the University–Alumni GRL model

standard [36]. Figure 4 illustrates the textual GRL specifica-
tion corresponding to the GRL model of Fig. 1.

Cycles in graphical GRL models may not be easily visu-
ally recognized since they might include links of different
types (dependency, decomposition, and contribution), as
illustrated in Fig. 3. This issue is even more problematic in
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Textual GRL. In our proposed approach, we tackle this prob-
lem by detecting whether a TGRL specification is acyclic or
not.

3 Problem definition: GRL actor interactions

In GRLmodels, actors depend on each other for the satisfac-
tion of their goals, through explicit/implicit dependencies.
Ideally, an actor should benefit from his outgoing depen-
dencies to maximize the satisfaction of his goals. However,
outgoing dependencies may have a negative impact, reduc-
ing the satisfaction levels of the actors’ goals. For example, if
the dependee intentionally or unintentionally fails to deliver
the dependum, the depender becomes vulnerable and would
be adversely affected in its ability to fulfill its goals. Such
situation should be avoided since it represents a situation of
conflict in the sense defined in [22], i.e., a conflict occurs
when different goals provide contradictory contributions to
the same goals [22].

Hence, the requirements engineer/analyst has to assess the
magnitude and the impact of such inter-actor dependencies
and make the required adjustments to achieve an acceptable
trade-off between the interacting actors.

In what follows, we explore the problem by examining
two concrete scenarios of interactions between GRL actors.
Note that the colors of the intentional elements indicate their
satisfaction levels (the greener the better, and the redder the
worse).

3.1 Interaction scenario 1

In this scenario, we assume that actor “Alumni-Relations
Department” decides to fully satisfy all his 4 leaf tasks.
We also assume that actor “Alumnus” decides to fully deny
(i.e., −100 value) task “Identify collaboration areas” (may
be because the Alumnusmay not have access to information
about potential collaboration areas (e.g., classified informa-
tion) or he/she knows that his/her employer policy is not
to engage in collaborations with universities), and fully sat-
isfy all his remaining leaf elements (see Fig. 5a). As a result
of this strategy, actor “Alumnus” becomes fully satisfied
(i.e., 100 value), while actor “Alumni-Relations Depart-
ment” becomes weakly denied (i.e., -25 value).

Based on this scenario, we can make two important obser-
vations:

1. Although actor “Alumni-Relations Department” has
fully satisfied all his leaf elements (to maximize his
satisfaction), he ended up with a weakly denied satis-
faction (i.e., -25). The strategy of “Alumnus” caused the
weakly denial of softgoal “Establish research collabo-
ration” (i.e., -25) and hence the weakly denial of the

dependent softgoal “Enhanced collaboration with indus-
try” (since its satisfaction cannot surpass the one of its
dependee, i.e., “Establish research collaboration”). The
negative payoff of “Alumni-RelationsDepartment” (i.e.,
-25) is caused by one single dependency link between
softgoal “Enhanced collaboration with industry” and
task “Establish research collaboration.” In absence of
that dependency link, actor “Alumni-Relations Depart-
ment”will be fully satisfied (i.e., +100value) (seeFig. 6).

2. From actor “Alumnus” perspective, although task “Iden-
tify collaboration areas” is fully denied, the actor
was able to achieve full satisfaction value (i.e., 100).
Hence, if actors are competing against each other
(which is not the case in this particular university
context), “Alumnus” wins, while “Alumni-Relations
Department” looses.

Based on this scenario, we conclude that:

– Actor “Alumni-Relations Department” is vulnerable,
and he is at themercy of actor “Alumnus,” that can impact
him negatively (i.e., by denying task “Identify collabora-
tion areas”).

– Onlyone single dependency (between softgoal “Enhanced
collaboration with industry” and task “Establish research
collaboration”) is responsible for the huge reduction in
satisfaction value of “Alumni-Relations Department,”
i.e., from 100 to -25 (see Fig. 6).

– Actor “Alumnus” has the ability to impact “Alumni-
RelationsDepartment,” without compromising his over-
all satisfaction.

3.2 Interaction scenario 2

In this scenario (seeFig. 5b),we assume that actor “Alumnus”
fully satisfies his leaf elements, except task “Identify col-
laboration areas” (fully denied, i.e., −100 value), while
actor “Alumni-Relations Department” satisfies all his leaf
elements, except task “Provide access to the university facil-
ities” (fully denied, i.e., −100 value). This strategy results
in the weakly denial of actor “Alumni-Relations Depart-
ment” (i.e., -25 value) and to the full satisfaction of actor
“Alumnus” (i.e., +100 value).

Based on this scenario, we can make two important obser-
vations:

1. From actor “Alumnus” perspective, although task “Iden-
tify collaboration areas” was fully denied (voluntarily),
while goal “Helping current students” was also fully
denied as a result of the dependency link between
“helping current students” and “Provide access to the
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Fig. 5 University–Alumni GRL model: two inter-actor interaction scenarios

university facilities” (since its satisfaction cannot sur-
pass the one of its dependee, i.e., “Provide access to the
university facilities”), Alumnus was able to achieve full
satisfaction (i.e., +100 value). Hence, the denial of “Pro-
vide access to the university facilities” had no impact on
its satisfaction.

2. From actor “Alumni-Relations Department” perspec-
tive, the denial of task “Provide access to the university
facilities” did not impact negatively the satisfaction of
actor “Alumnus.”

Based on this scenario, we conclude that:

– Actor “Alumnus” is not vulnerable to “Alumni-Relations
Department,” since the latter can avoid any negative
impact (caused by the external dependency) even inten-
tionally.

– The dependency (between “helping current students” and
“Provide access to the university facilities”) has no
impact on the satisfaction of “Alumnus,” if he chooses
the right strategy.
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Fig. 6 Strategy 1: Alumni-Relations Department with no outgoing
dependencies

Based on the observations from both interaction scenar-
ios, there is a strong need to assess the effect of inter-actor
dependencies on GRL actors. Furthermore, it is necessary to
assess this impact, not only for one strategy (e.g., each sce-
nario represents one strategy) but also when we have a range
of strategies.

4 Related work

In what follows, we review existing approaches about the
analysis of actor interactions and conflict detection in goal-
oriented models.

van Lamsweerde et al. [57] proposed formal heuris-
tics to identify divergences among different stakeholders’
viewpoints or within a single viewpoint. Divergences are
considered as a weak form of conflict, where divergent
goals are not contradictory (can be simultaneously sat-
isfied), but become inconsistent when certain conditions,
calledboundary conditions, hold. These boundary conditions
are expressed in temporal logic and follow a pre-determined
set of patterns. The proposed methodology was presented in
the KAOS [55] framework. Contrary to this technique, our
approach is syntactic as it does not consider goal model con-
text and semantics.

In the context of Goal-oriented Requirements Language
(GRL) [36], Hassine and Amyot [28] proposed an empirical
approach that allows for early detection of potential con-
flicts among intervening stakeholders of the system. These
conflicts are quantitatively detected using a questionnaire
and examined using statistical analysis. Later, Hassine and
Amyot [29] proposed an empirical approach based on con-
cept analysis in order to fix goal model artifacts that are
subject to conflicts. These approaches [28,29] do not focus

on inter-actor interactions as a source of conflicts, rather they
define a conflict as a situation where stakeholders have dif-
ferent views of the GRL sub-model under analysis. In our
proposed approach, we assume that stakeholders are respon-
sible for their local decisions (i.e., local GRL actor elements)
and potential conflicts come exclusively from the inter-actor
dependencies.

Ali et al. [6] proposed an approach for the detection of
conflicting context changes. These changes emerge as the
result of the simultaneous execution of two or more system
executable processes (i.e., tasks in a goal model) aiming to
change the same object in the system environment into dif-
ferent states (in order to meet different requirements). To
this end, the authors have enriched their previous work on
contextual goal modeling [5] using Tropos, by introducing
two additional information that the designer have to spec-
ify explicitly: (1) the effect of tasks execution on the system
operational environment, and (2) the sequence/parallelism
operators between tasks. The introduction of these new anno-
tations, leads to many execution variants of the goal model.
Next, the consistency of the context of each variant is checked
and inconsistent variants are discarded from future process-
ing. The tasks of each resulting consistent variant are then
extracted and partitioned into sets, according to their parallel
execution. Each partition of tasks is checked to know if it
includes tasks changing an object in the system environment
into different states. The approach is supported by a CASE
tool. There are two key differences between our proposed
work and the one by Ali et al. [6]. First, we focus on actor
satisfaction analysis without considering the sequencing of
tasks. Second, we focus on inter-actor interactions, while in
Ali et al. [6], their focus was on the detection of conflicts
within the system itself.

DeVries and Cheng [18] proposed a Feature Interaction
(FI) detection technique, called Phorcys. Phorcys analyzes
systems composed of a set of features described hierarchi-
cally using a AND/OR goal model. Phorcys symbolically
analyzes each feature with respect to different possible fea-
ture combinations (from the goalmodel) and uses a constraint
solver to check for conflicting combination of features (a.k.a.
n-way feature interaction). Contrary to this work [18] where
the authors have used the goal model to describe dependen-
cies within features (without referring to actors), we consider
interactions between different entities expressed as separate
actors.

Sutcliffe and Minocha [52] proposed an approach to ana-
lyze dependency coupling to detect excessive interactions
amongusers and systems. The interactions aremodeled using
i* [60] and scenarios expressed using use case interaction
diagrams. The authors use expert judgment to analyze the
couplings of the model, then define a metric that is based on
an 11-points scale in order to compare the couplings of differ-
ent alternative scenarios. However, their approach is solely
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based on the i* model structure and does not consider goal
satisfaction analysis.

Bryl et al. [13,14] proposed a framework, called P-tool, to
generate a space of actor dependency network configurations
that satisfy stakeholders’ goals. These dependency configu-
rations are evaluated based, among others, on the length of
the obtained plan, the overall plan cost, and the degree of
satisfaction of non-functional requirements. In addition, the
authors introduced some guidelines to evaluate each retained
dependency configuration in order to determine whether it
represents a game-theoretic equilibrium [47]. An equilib-
rium is defined, as an i* [60] goal model where no actor
can do better with respect to its own goals by adopting a
different strategy for delegating and accepting delegations.
Sumesh et al. [51] proposed a Game Theory (GT) [47]-based
approach to analyze i* Strategic Rationale (SR) models hav-
ing goals with opposing objective functions and connected
through inter-actor dependencies. The authors modeled the
game as a two-person, zero-sum game, where the players are
the two top softgoals of each actor and the alternative options
represent the available strategies for each actor. Outcome
matrices (satisfaction values) are created for the top soft-
goals, based on the objective function values. The resulting
matrices are then used to find the Nash equilibrium, repre-
senting the best trade-off between the intervening players.
While their approach [51] aims to find the best initial strat-
egy, our proposed approach focus on measuring the degree
and impact of the model inter-actor dependencies. In addi-
tion, in [51] satisfaction values are created for all possible
strategies, with all leaf elements having a binary satisfaction
value (achieved or not achieved). Instead, our approach is
more flexible, allowing for the use of interval-based strate-
gies covering ranges of satisfaction values.

More recently, Hassine et al. [30] proposed a game-
theoretic approach to reconcile the interactions that can occur
between two GRL actors, without the need to modify the
model structure. The authors [30] formalized the situation of
interaction as a two-player, non-cooperative, nonzero-sum
game. The computation of a Nash equilibrium produces a
reconciliation strategy that represents a reasonable trade-off
solution for the interacting actors.

Subramanian et al. [50] proposed a fuzzy-based approach
to evaluate goals using inter-actor dependencies in an i*
framework. The authors claimed that fuzzy numbers aremore
appropriate than exact numerical values, when it comes to
translating vague stakeholder’s linguistic terms into quanti-
tative values assigned to goal model links and intentional
elements. In our proposed approach, we use intervals of
integers to characterize the intentional elements/actors satis-
factions.

Franch et al. [20] proposed a framework to analyze
actor dependency models (i* Strategic Dependency mod-
els) with respect to a given set of model properties, such

as privacy, accuracy, and efficiency. Actors are classified
into two classes, namely, human (H) and software (S),
while dependencies are categorized into three categories,
namely, human–human (H–H), software–software (S–S),
and human–software (S–H). The evaluation of a given depen-
dency d, part of a model M with respect to a certain
property P, is computed as the product of the dependency
weight (value between 0 and 1) and the dependency adjusted
weight for P considering its depender and dependee (value
between 0 and 1). The global structural dependencymetric of
themodel is then computed as the sumof the evaluations of its
elements, and normalized the value considering the number
of dependencies. This approach has been applied by Grau et
al. [23,24] to assess the effectiveness of alternative architec-
tures using a coupling metric over i* SD models. Coupling
is measured as the number of incoming and outgoing depen-
dencies (multiplied by a weight factor relative to each actor)
an actor is associated with. Xavier Franch [19] has proposed
an i*-based framework to measure actor predictability using
Object Constraint Language (OCL). An i* actor would be
concerned about how other actors, that he is depending on,
would behave. Hence, inter-actor dependencies represent the
main component in the definition of the predictability metric.
The author [19] considers task and resource dependencies to
be totally predictable (evaluated to 1),while goal and softgoal
are not, hence, requiring expert judgment. The predictability
of goals and softgoals is a function of the depender expertise
and the know-how of the dependees. This metric does not
focus on the actor satisfaction, instead, it is more interested
in the analysis of structural properties of the model.

In theGRL[36] context, jUCMNav [37] tool (GRLmodel-
ing and analysis framework) captures many simple structural
GRLmetrics (e.g., number of actors, goals, tasks, intentional
elements, links, etc.) and allows for the definition of addi-
tional user-defined metrics using OCL, such as number of
explicit/implicit inter-actor dependencies. Furthermore,Has-
sine and Alshayeb [26] proposed a quantitative metric to
measure the Actor External Dependencies (AED) in GRL
goal models. Given an actor A having k intentional elements,
AED metric is defined as follows:

AE D(A) =
∑i=k

i=1

n AE Di

nSE − k
k

where nAED (Number of Actor External Dependencies),
denotes the number of external dependencies (incoming con-
tribution and decomposition links, and outgoing explicit
dependencies) for each element enclosed in actor “A,” and
nSE denotes the total number of intentional elements in the
GRL model. AED is purely structural metric as it relies only
on the structure of the GRL model (e.g., number of inter-
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actor dependencies and number of intentional elements) and
does not consider actor satisfactions analysis.

A summary of the comparison of our work with related
work is provided in Sect. 7.2.

5 Measuring GRL inter-actor interactions

In this section, we start by describing our research method-
ology, then we present our research questions (see Sect. 5.2),
and finally we describe our proposed approach.

5.1 Researchmethodology

The research methodology adopted in this work is com-
posed of four main phases (see Fig. 7). First, we start by
surveying existing goal-oriented techniques that focus on
characterizing and quantifying stakeholders’ interactions in
socio-technical systems (STS). The motivational example,
presented in Sect. 3, to understand how GRL actors interact
under different evaluation strategies and why such interac-
tions cannot be characterized using solely the inter-actor
dependencies. Then, the research goals are formulated using
two research questions (see Sect. 5.2). As per our pro-
posed solution, we proposed a quantitative metric to measure
and classify GRL inter-actor dependencies into three cat-
egories: beneficial (positive impact on actor satisfaction),
harmful (negative impact on actor satisfaction), and neural
(no impact on actor satisfaction). Finally, we have evaluated
our approach by applying it to several publicly availableGRL
models as well models created to satisfy specific configura-
tions, e.g., models containing circular dependencies, many
actors, etc.

5.2 Research questions

The main goal of this research is to come up with a sound
characterization and analysis of the impact of GRL actors’
interactions on their satisfaction. More particularity, we aim
to address the following research questions:

1. Research question RQ1: How to measure the impact of
dependencies between GRL actors?
Rationale for RQ1: Interactions between GRL actors
can be measured using a simple metric that consists of
counting the number of external dependencies, regard-
less of actors’ structures and sizes. However, as shown
in scenarios 1 and 2 (see Sects. 3.1 and 3.2), although
each actor has one single external dependency link, the
first dependency is crucial to “Alumni-Relations Depart-
ment,” while the second dependency has no impact
on “Alumnus” satisfaction. Another metric to measure
actors’ interactions, proposed by Hassine and Alshayeb

[26], is to compute AED (Actor External Dependency).
The AED values for each actor in our running example
are computed as follows:

AE D(Alumni Relations Department) =
1

15 − 7
7

= 0.018

AE D(Alumnus) =
1

15 − 8
8

= 0.018

We notice that both actors have the same AED value.
Hence, AED does not reflect the real impact of each
dependency link on the satisfaction of the actors. There-
fore, these two metrics (i.e., counting external dependen-
cies andAED) fail tomeasure accurately the impact of the
dependencies between the GRL actors. Therefore, there
is a need for a metric that takes into account:

– The topology/structure of each actor (intentional ele-
ments and link types).

– The explicit and implicit external dependencies of
each actor.

– The impact (positive or negative) of explicit/implicit
inter-actor dependencies on the overall satisfaction of
interacting actors.

2. Research question RQ2: How to identify which external
dependency has the highest negative/positive impact on
a given actor
Rationale for RQ2: Inter-actor dependencies may have
either a positive (i.e., beneficial interactions) or a negative
(i.e., harmful interactions) impact on actor satisfaction.
It would be useful for an analyst to assess the impact of
adding/removing inter-actor dependencies on the actors’
satisfactions. For example, if the current inter-actor
dependencies have a negative impact on an actor, it would
be convenient to recognizewhich dependency, among all,
is the most harmful for him. That is, which dependency
when removed, would result in the best improvement of
the actor’s satisfaction. Similarly, it would be helpful to
recognize which dependency, among all, is the most ben-
eficial for a given actor. That is, which dependency when
removed, would result in the highest deterioration of the
actor’s satisfaction.

5.3 Proposed approach

Anoverviewof the proposed approach is depicted as anUML
activity diagram in Fig. 8. The main building block of the
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Fig. 7 Overview of the research methodology

approach is the computation of actors satisfaction intervals,
described as a UML Activity (called Computation of Actors
Satisfaction Intervals, see Fig. 8a) and composed of three
main actions: (1) create a multi-level hierarchy of the model
intentional elements, (2) propagate satisfaction intervals to
all model elements, (3) compute actors satisfaction intervals.
This behavior will be used as a classifier and will be instanti-
ated to compute actors satisfaction intervals in the following
three configurations: (1) with all inter-actors dependencies,
(2) without all inter-actor dependencies, and (3) without a
specific dependency D (described using the comment con-
struct in Fig. 8b).

In GRL satisfaction analysis [9], initial satisfaction val-
ues, part of a strategy, are assigned to the intentional elements
(often leaf elements) and then these values propagate to the
other intentional elements of themodel via the variousmodel
links. In our approach, instead of assigning one single sat-
isfaction value per leaf element, we consider an interval of
values [a, b] = {x ∈ Z : a ≤ x ≤ b}, where a and b are inte-
gers ranging from −100 to +100. This choice is motivated
by the fact that in the early stages of quantitative satisfaction
analysis, accurate satisfaction levels (as one single value) for
each leaf element (representing the input to the model) may
not be available. Furthermore, the use of satisfaction inter-
vals would allow for more flexibility by exploring ranges of
values at once and by computing the worst/best (i.e., lower
bound/upper bound) case satisfaction for each intentional

element. The analyst can specify input intervals based on
the model semantics and the domain/organizational knowl-
edge (see Sect. 7.3 for more details on the practical use of
the proposed approach).

It is worth noting, that an analyst may still enter single val-
ues as input (like in the standard GRL satisfaction analysis),
by having intervals with the same lower and upper bounds.

As shown in Fig. 8b, the input of the approach is com-
posed of: (1) A TGRL model (having at least 2 actors and
one inter-actor dependency), and (2) the satisfaction intervals
of the TGRL model leaf elements. In the first phase of the
approach, actor satisfaction intervals are computed, with and
without inter-actor dependencies, followed by a computation
of the actors AIMs (action 4 in Fig. 8b). The overall impact
of all inter-actor dependencies is then reported to the user
as negative, positive, or neutral. The second phase of the
approach starts with the selection of an inter-actor depen-
dency (action 5 in Fig. 8b), then a computation of the actors’
satisfaction intervals is performed on the initial model after
discarding the selected dependency, and the actors AIMs are
obtained (action 6 in Fig. 8b). Next, the impact of the selected
inter-actor dependency is reported to the user as harmful,
beneficial, or neutral. The second phase is repeated for all
inter-actor dependencies. Once completed, the most harmful
and the most beneficial dependencies are reported.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8 UML activity diagram describing the proposed approach

5.4 Model multi-level hierarchy

The first step to compute actor satisfaction intervals is to
rank model intentional elements to create a multi-level hier-
archy (action 1 in Fig. 8a). First, the leaf nodes (i.e., elements
that have no incoming contribution or decomposition links
from within or outside an actor) are placed in level 0. Next,
unranked nodes having its children in level 0 are ranked in
level 1 (i.e., level is incremented). The process continues until
all nodes are ranked. Figure 9 illustrates how nodes of the
running example are ranked in a four-level hierarchy.

The multi-level hierarchy can be built for any GRLmodel
structure, not only tree-like (a tree is a connected graph with-

out cycles) models. Indeed, our running example (Fig. 9) is
not a tree, since the sequence of elements (“Provide Access
to the university facilities,” “Enhanced collaboration with
industry,” “Establish research collaboration,” “Give back
to university,” “Help current students”) represents an undi-
rected cycle (not a dependency cycle blocking the satisfaction
analysis). Furthermore, in the same example of Fig. 9, goal
“Help current students” (level 1) is linked to two elements
of different levels, i.e., “Give back to university” (level 2)
and “Provide Access to the university facilities” (level 0).
In addition, the satisfaction interval of “Provide Access to
the university facilities” (level 0) contributes to the compu-
tation of the satisfaction intervals of two elements belonging
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Fig. 9 Multi-level hierarchy of the running example

to two different levels, i.e., “Help current students” (level 1)
and “Enhanced collaboration with industry” (level 2).

The multi-level hierarchy has the following benefits:

– It will help propagate satisfaction intervals one level at
a time. The satisfaction interval of an element in level n
can only be computed if all satisfaction intervals of the
previous levels are computed. For example, in Fig. 9 soft-
goal “Enhanced collaboration with industry” is placed in
level 2 (instead of level 1), because its satisfaction inter-
val requires the computation of the satisfaction interval
of goal “Establish research collaboration” in level 1.

– The multi-level hierarchy allows us to detect circular
dependencies within an actor or between actors. As
explained in Sect. 2.2, circular dependencies in goalmod-
els are deemed as a bad smell because their presence
would block the propagation of satisfaction values.

Algorithm 1 describes the multi-level hierarchy creation
procedure.

5.5 Propagation of satisfaction intervals

In what follows, we define how satisfaction intervals propa-
gate through various GRL links, i.e., contributions, decom-
positions, explicit dependencies, and aggregation of links.

Definition 1 (Decomposition Satisfaction Interval Propa-
gation) Let Dt be a decomposition link of type t ∈
{AN D, O R, X O R}, refining an intentional element E into k
intentional elements E1, E2, ..., Ek . Let IE j = [lbE j , ubE j ]
be the satisfaction interval of intentional element E j , where
lb denotes the lower bound and ub denotes the upper bound).
The satisfaction interval of E , denoted by IE is computed as
follows:

Algorithm 1: Mapping GRL nodes to the multi-level
hierarchy
Input : TGRL model
Output: Multilevel hierarchy

� set unRanked contains initially all model nodes
level = 0;
foreach node n in unRanked do

if leaf(n) then
� rank node n at level 0

rank(n, level);
� Remove node n from unRanked

unRanked ← unRanked � n;

� Increment the level
level++;

� newlyRanked contains ranked nodes at each iteration
newlyRanked ← ∅;
while (not(empty(unRanked))) do

foreach node n ∈ unRanked do
� Ranked returns whether a set of nodes is already ranked
if not(ranked(children(n)) then

� Rank n in the current level
rank(n, level);

� Add n to newlyRanked
add(n, newlyRanked);

� An iteration without ranking an node
if empty(newlyRanked) then

print(“Model has a cycle!”);
� Exit the algorithm!

exit;
else

� remove newlyRanked nodes from unRanked
unRanked ← unRanked � newlyRanked;

� Reinitialize newlyRanked
newlyRanked ← ∅;

� Increment the level
level++;
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Fig. 10 Example of propagation of satisfaction intervals through
decomposition links

– t = AND : IE = [min∀lbE j
, min∀ubE j

].
– t = OR : IE = [max∀lbE j

, max∀ubE j
].

– t = XOR : IE = [max∀lbE j
, max∀ubE j

].

Figure 10 illustrates an example of the propagation of the
satisfaction intervals of three goals G1, G2, and G3 through
a decomposition link.

The resulting interval of G is computed as follows:

– AND-decomposition:

IG = [min(lbG1, lbG2, lbG3),min(ubG1, ubG2, ubG3)]
= [min(−70,−50, 0),min(50, 20, 80)]
= [−70, 20]

– OR and XOR decomposition:

IG = [max(lbG1, lbG2, lbG3),max(ubG1, ubG2, ubG3)]
= [max(−70,−50, 0),max(50, 20, 80)]
= [0, 80]

Definition 2 (Contribution Interval Propagation) LetCval be
a GRL contribution link having of quantitative value val over
[−100, +100]. Let Isource = [lbsource, ubsource] be the sat-
isfaction interval of the GRL intentional element source of
Cval and Idestination = [lbdestination, ubdestination] be the
satisfaction interval of the GRL intentional element destina-
tion of Cval , resulting from the propagation.

– val ≥ 0: Idestination = [lbsource × val, ubsource × val].
– val ≤ 0: Idestination = [ubsource × val, lbsource × val].

Figure 11 illustrates an example of the propagation of the
satisfaction intervals of two goals G1 and G2, through a Help
contribution and a Hurt contribution, respectively.

The propagation of the satisfaction interval of G1 pro-
duces:

IG = [lbG1 ∗ 25%, ubG1 ∗ 25%]
= [−70 ∗ 25%, 50 ∗ 25%] = [−17, 12]

Fig. 11 Example of propagation
of satisfaction intervals through
contribution links

Fig. 12 Example of propagation of satisfaction intervals through
dependencies

The propagation of the satisfaction interval of G2 produces:

IG = [lbG2 ∗ −25%, ubG2 ∗ −25%]
= [20 ∗ −25%,−50 ∗ −25%] = [−5, 12]

Definition 3 (Dependency Interval Propagation) Let D be a
GRL explicit dependency link between source and
destination elements. Let Idestination = [lbdestination,

ubdestination] be the satisfaction interval of the GRL inten-
tional element destination of D. The satisfaction interval
of the GRL intentional element source of D is defined
as: Isource = [min(lbsource, lbdestination),min(ubsource,

ubdestination)], where [lbsource, ubsource] represents the sat-
isfaction interval of the source element in the absence of the
dependency.

Figure 12 illustrates an example of the impact of a depen-
dency of the satisfaction interval of goalG. Initial satisfaction
values of G3 and G2 are [0, 80] and [-50, 20], respectively.

The satisfaction interval of G is computed as follows:

IG = [min(lbG3 ∗ 50%, lbG2),min(ubG3 ∗ 50%, ubG2)]
= [min(0 ∗ 50%,−50),min(80 ∗ 50%, 20)]
= [min(0,−50),min(40, 20)] = [−50, 20].

Note that the satisfaction interval of G2 is [-50, 20] and the
satisfaction of the depender G cannot exceed the one of the
dependee, then the satisfaction interval of G becomes [-50,
20].

Contribution links are additive and convey their satisfac-
tion to the target intentional element. The aggregation of
satisfaction intervals is computed as follows:

Definition 4 (Aggregation of satisfaction intervals through
contribution links) Let ”target” be an intentional element
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Fig. 13 Example of propagation of satisfaction intervals through an
aggregation of contribution links

having n incoming links each carrying a satisfaction inter-
val Ik = [lbk, ubk], k=1..n. The satisfaction interval of
destination is the aggregation of these n intervals and is
computed as follows:
Itarget = [max(

∑n
k=1 lbk , −100), min(

∑n
k=1 ubk , 100)]

Figure 13 illustrates an example of the impact of prop-
agating satisfaction intervals through an aggregation of
contribution links. Goal G1 will contribute with the inter-
val [lbG1 ∗ 100%, ubG1 ∗ 100%] = [-70 , 50], goal G2
will contribute with the interval [lbG2 ∗ 75%, ubG2 ∗ 75%]
= [-37, 15], and goal G3 will contribute with the interval
[lbG3 ∗ 50%, ubG3 ∗ 50%] = [0 , 40]. Hence, the satisfaction
interval of goal G is computed as follows (making sure that
the interval lower bound does not go below −100 and the
upper bound do not exceed 100):

IG = [max(−70 − 37 + 0,−100),min(50 + 15 + 40, 100)]
= [max(−107,−100),min(105, 100)] = [−100, 100]

5.6 Computation of actor satisfaction interval

The satisfaction interval of a GRL actor is computed as a
weighted average of the satisfaction intervals of its contained
intentional elements having non-null importance values.

Definition 5 (Actor Satisfaction Interval) Let A be a GRL
actor having n intentional elements with non-null impor-
tance values. The satisfaction intervals of these n elements are
denoted as: Ik = [lbk, ubk], k=1..n. The satisfaction interval
of A = [a1 , a2] is computed as follows:

a1 =
∑

k lbk × I mportance(elementk)
∑

k I mportance(elementk)

a2 =
∑

k ubk × I mportance(elementk)
∑

k I mportance(elementk)

Fig. 14 Example of the satisfaction interval of an actor

Figure 14 illustrates an example of computation of actor
A satisfaction interval [a1, a2]:

a1 = (−70) ∗ 25 + (−50) ∗ 50 + 0 ∗ 75

25 + 50 + 75
= −28

a2 = (50) ∗ 25 + (20) ∗ 50 + 80 ∗ 75

25 + 50 + 75
= 55

5.7 Computation of actor interactionmetric (AIM)

In order to address research question RQ1, we define the
Actor Interaction Metric (AIM). The AIM metric uses the
notion of interval midpoint, which is defined as follows:

Definition 6 (Interval Midpoint) Given an interval I = [a, b],
the midpoint of I is defined as:

Mp(I ) = a + b

2

Interval midpoint is a simple mathematical operator of
interval arithmetic [46], that helps represent an interval as an
expression of its midpoint plus/minus an error bound (i.e.,
interval radius expressed as (b – a)/2); hence I = Mp(I) ±
radius(I).

The actor Interaction Metric (AIM) is then defined as fol-
lows:

Definition 7 (Actor Interaction Metric) Let A be an actor
interacting with one or many actors. Let AAll Deps be the sat-
isfaction interval of actor A (with all current dependencies)
and let Aisol be the satisfaction interval of actor A in isola-
tion (without external dependencies). The actor A interaction
metric is computed as follows:

AI M(A) = Mp(AAll Deps) − Mp(Aisol)

The Actor Interaction Metric (AIM) is designed based on
the fact that a satisfaction interval can be extended/reduced
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(after the removal of the external dependencies) in the pos-
itive direction, negative direction, or in both directions.
The magnitude and direction of the extension/reduction will
determine whether the external dependencies are harmful,
beneficial, or neutral.

It is worth noting, that the interval midpoint value has
no semantic meaning outside the context of AIM met-
ric computation and the measurement of the variation of
actors’ satisfactions with and without inter-actor dependen-
cies. Hence, it should not be linked to the satisfiability of the
selected alternative solution. Indeed, different actor satisfac-
tion intervals (resulting from different alternative solutions)
can have the same interval midpoint value.

Figure 15a–c illustrates three examples of interval inclu-
sion. Assume that intervals [a, b] and [c, d] represent actor
satisfaction intervals with and without all external dependen-
cies, respectively (similar reasoning is applied in the opposite
case). In Fig. 15a, compared to [a, b], interval [c, d] repre-
sents a deterioration of the upper bound b by “b–d” and an
improvement of the lower bound a by “c–a,” with “b–d >

c–a”; hence the actor external dependencies, in this case,
have a positive impact on the actor satisfaction. In Fig. 15b,
compared to [a, b], interval [c, d] represents a deterioration
of the upper bound b by “b–d” and an improvement of the
lower bound a by “c–a,” with “b–d < c–a”; hence the actor
external dependencies, in this case, have a negative impact
on the actor satisfaction. Figure 15c illustrates a case of neu-
tral impact since the improvement of [c, d] over [a, b], i.e.,
“c–a” is equal to the deterioration, i.e., “b–d.”

The same reasoning applies to intersecting (Fig. 15e) and
disjoint (Fig. 15d) intervals. In these twoexamples, compared
to [a, b], interval [c, d] represents an improvement of both
the lower bound and the upper bound by “c–a” and “d–b,”
respectively. Hence the actor external dependencies, in both
cases, have a negative impact on the actor satisfaction.

The AIM computation of the initial GRL model is repre-
sented by action (4) in the UML activity diagram of Fig. 8b.
Based on the value of the AIM for a given actor A, the
inter-actor interaction is classified (see Fig. 8b) as positive
(i.e., AIM(A)>0), neutral (i.e., AIM(A)=0), or negative (i.e.,
AIM(A)<0). Hence, RQ1 is addressed.

Furthermore, based on the assessment of the impact of
all inter-actor dependencies, an analyst may want to assess
the impact of the removal of a dependency. To achieve this
goal, we repeat the computation of AIM, while removing
one dependency at a time. The resulting AIM relative to a
given dependency D is represented by action (4) in the UML
activity diagram of Fig. 8b and derived as follows:

AI M(A, D) = Mp(AAll Deps Except D) − Mp(AAll Deps)

where Mp(AAll Deps Except D) denotes the midpoint of the
satisfaction interval of actor A, when the dependency D is

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 15 Examples of dependencies impact

removed. The dependency D is declared as harmful if AIM
is positive, beneficial if AIM is negative, or neutral if AIM
is equal to zero.

The most harmful dependency for actor A, denoted as
Dmost harm f ul , is defined as follows:

∀ dependencies D,

AI M(A, Dmost harm f ul) > AI M(A, D)

Similarly, the most beneficial dependency for actor A,
denoted as Dmost bene f icial , is defined as follows:

∀ dependencies D,

AI M(A, Dmost bene f icial) < AI M(A, D)

Hence, RQ2 is addressed.
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5.8 Applying the approach to the running example

In this section, we present the results of applying our pro-
posed approach to the University–Alumni GRL model of
Fig. 1.

It is worth noting that since we compute the AIM for each
actor, we have omitted the actor’s name when referring to its
AIM, e.g., instead of writing AIM(A), we write AIM. Simi-
larly, we have omitted the actor’s name when referring to the
AIM of one specific dependency, e.g., instead of AIM(A, d),
we write AIM(d). This has been applied to all result tables
throughout the paper. Furthermore, to improve the readabil-
ity of result tables, harmful dependencies are colored in light
coral, the most harmful dependency is colored in red, bene-
ficial dependencies are colored in light green, and the most
beneficial dependencies are colored in green.

We have considered two strategies; each corresponds to a
set of satisfaction intervals of the model’s leaf elements:

1. Default satisfaction intervals (i.e., [−100, 100]) for all
leaf elements. In this scenario, the full interval [−100,
100] is used to perform a dry-run simulation in order
to evaluate the satisfiability of the intervening actors
and get a general assessment of the impact of the inter-
actor dependencies, regardless of the chosen alternatives.
The results (shown in Table 2) show that the satisfac-
tion interval of actor “Alumni-Relations Department” is
[−100, 25], which indicates that regardless of the cho-
sen alternative, the satisfaction of “Alumni-Relations
Department” cannot exceed 25 (this has been observed
when designing the 12 strategies depicted in Table 1).
The overall impact of the two inter-actor dependencies is
negative (AIM = −37.5) for “Alumni-Relations Depart-
ment.” In particular, the first dependency (i.e.,Enhanced
collaboration with industry →Establish research collab-
oration) is deemed to be harmful for “Alumni-Relations
Department” with an AIM equal to 37.5 (marked with a
red color in Table 2. Both inter-actor dependencies have
no impact on the satisfaction interval of actor “Alumnus.”

2. Strategy D3 & A2 (presented in Sect. 2.2.2) with
expanded input intervals: this scenario shows the ability
of the approach to handle both single and interval-based
satisfaction values. We have assigned the [100, 100]
interval for the fully satisfied tasks and the [30, 70] inter-
val to the weakly satisfied tasks (instead of the value
50). Like the scenario with default intervals, results (see
Table 3) show that the first dependency (i.e., Enhanced
collaboration with industry →Establish research collab-
oration) is deemed to be harmful for “Alumni-Relations
Department” with an AIM equal to -50. However, the
magnitude of its negative impact is even higher (i.e., 50

vs. 37.5). In addition, both inter-actor dependencies have
no impact on the satisfaction interval of actor “Alumnus.”

5.9 Automation of the approach

The manual computation of the AIM metric for the entire
textual GRL model as well as for every inter-actor depen-
dency is an error-prone activity since it is very difficult to
manipulate purely textual specifications. Converting a textual
GRL specification into a graphical GRL model then manu-
ally propagates the satisfaction intervals may also introduce
errors duringboth themodel conversion and the interval prop-
agation. This issue becomes more challenging when dealing
with large TGRL models. In addition, the process is often
repetitive as the analyst may want to recompute the metric
after each model adjustment (see Sect. 7.3). Hence reaching
a satisfactory model may be very time-consuming.

To cope with this problem, we have automated the pro-
posed approach as a stand-alone command line tool. The
tool is developed in java. It accepts as input: (1) a textual
GRL specification file (.turn as extension), and (2) the initial
satisfaction interval ranges ([−100, 100], [0, 100], or user
defined), and computes the global AIM of each actor of the
model (see Part A in Fig. 16a), the impact and the classifica-
tion of each dependency (see Part B in Fig. 16b), and themost
beneficial/harmful dependency if any (Part C is not shown).
The tool is publicly available, and it is free to downloaded
and use 1.

6 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our proposed approach and
prototype tool using several TGRL models. We follow the
templates and recommendations presented by Wohlin et al.
[58].

6.1 Experiment planning

The general goal of the evaluation is: “To analyze the appli-
cability and scalability of our proposed approach and tool in
measuring GRL actor interactions.”

The subjects of the experiment are 13 TGRL models of
different sizes, structures, and complexity. Table 4 provides
the characteristics of these models in terms of:

– The number of GRL actors in the model.
– The number of intentional elements (goal, softgoal, task,
etc.).

– The number of explicit inter-actor dependencies.

1 https://github.com/jhassine74/AIM
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Table 2 Running example:
default satisfaction interval
([−100, 100])

Actors

AIM and interval computation Alumni-Relations Department Alumnus

All dependencies [−100, 25] [−100, 100]

Isolation [−100, 100] [−100, 100]

AIM −37.5 (negative) 0

Remove dep. #1 (Enhanced.. → Establish..) [−100, 100] [−100, 100]

AIM (Enhanced.. → Establish..) 0

Remove dep. #2 (Helping..→Provide..) [−100, 25] [−100, 100]

AIM (Helping.. → Provide..) 0 0

Table 3 Running example:
strategy D2 & A3 with
expanded input intervals

Running example input intervals

Alumni-Relations Department:

Use social media: [100, 100]

Provide access to the university facilities: [100, 100]

Organize networking events: [30, 70]

Support industry-related projects: [30, 70]

Alumnus:

Identify collaboration areas: [30, 70]

Share experience with students: [30, 70]

Mentor current students: [30, 70]

Donate to the university: [30, 70]

Advertise job openings: [30, 70]

Actors

AIM and interval computation Alumni-Relations Department Alumnus

All dependencies [7, 17] [43, 100]

Isolation [47, 77] [43, 100]

AIM -50 (negative) 0

Remove dep. #1 (Enhanced.. → Establish..) [47, 77] [43, 100]

AIM (Enhanced.. → Establish..) 0

Remove dep. #2 (Helping..→Provide..) [7, 17] [43, 100]

AIM (Helping.. → Provide..) 0 0

– The number of implicit inter-actor dependencies (i.e.,
inter-actor contribution and decomposition links).

Eight GRL models (#1 to #8) are taken from the litera-
ture, while the remaining 5 models are generic models that
have been created to address the scalability of the approach
(models #9 and #13) and to test the ability of the tool to detect
circular dependencies (i.e.,models #10, #11, #12). The8pub-
licly available models have 2 to 3 interacting actors, while
the generic model #9 has 6 actors with a total of 8 inter-actor
dependencies.

For a given GRL model, the propagation of the satisfac-
tion intervals and the computation of AIMs are performed
[2 (i.e., with and without all dependencies) + number of

inter-actor dependencies] times. Hence, in addition to the
size of the model (number of intentional elements and links)
and the number of actors (AIMs are computed for each
actor), which affect one single run, the number of depen-
dencies in the model is crucial to demonstrate the scalability
of the approach. To this end, in addition to Model #9 (6
actors and 8 inter-actor dependencies), we have introduced
Model #13 (Fig. 30)) that encloses 14 inter-actor dependen-
cies (although, in practice, such high number of dependencies
is less likely).

It is worth noting that models #1 [39], #2 [51], #3 [25], #5
[32], #7 [35], and #8 [33] are originally i* [60] models that
were converted to GRL notation.
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Fig. 16 Excerpt of the AIM tool output

The presence of circular dependencies (i.e., cycles) in
GRL models hinders the propagation of satisfaction val-
ues throughout the model [10]. Similarly, in our inter-actor
dependency analysis context, cycles would prevent satis-
faction intervals from propagating to all elements of the
model. To test the ability of our tool in detecting cycles,
we have designed three generic models: (1) model #10:
cycle composed of explicit dependencies, (2) model #11:
cycle composed of implicit dependencies, and (3) model
#12: cycle composed of both explicit and implicit depen-
dencies. It is worth noting that, although based on i* [60],
the GRL language is permissive when it comes to the use
of explicit/implicit dependencies intra/inter-actors, and with
respect to the types of leafs/roots intentional elements and
how they are linked together.

6.2 Experimental tasks

Two experiments have been conducted using the 13 TGRL
specifications described in Table 4. For experimental pur-
poses and given the lack of specific candidate strategies that
are supported by real design rationales, we have opted for
two default intervals [−100, 100] and [0, 100] (as satisfac-
tion input assigned to the leaf elements of the model). In the
first experiment (referred to as Experiment 1), the [−100,
100] interval was used to perform a dry-run simulation in
order to evaluate the satisfiability of the model’s actors and
get an overall assessment of the type and magnitude of the
impact of the inter-actor dependencies, regardless of the cho-
sen alternatives.

Generally, an actor doesn’t tend to deny its designed
leaf elements that were obtained from the operationaliza-
tion of the actor’ goals (i.e., tasks) or through the refinement
of coarse-grained goals. Hence, in the second experiment
(referred to as Experiment 2), we have used [0, 100] as input
satisfaction intervals, discarding both the full denial (i.e., sat-
isfaction equal to −100) and the weak denial (satisfaction
within [−100, -1]) of the model’s leaf elements.

The AIMmetric is computed for the whole model and for
each inter-actor dependency link.

6.3 Experiment results

In this section, we present and discuss the results of both
experiments.

6.3.1 Experiment 1 results

Tables 5, 6, and 7 report the results of the first experiment
for models having only two actors: model #1 (Fig. 18), #2
(Fig. 19), #3 (Fig. 20), #6 (Fig. 23), #7 (Fig. 24), and #13
(Fig. 30). Table 8 shows the results of the first experiment for
models having three actors (models #4 (Fig. 21), #5 (Fig. 22),
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Table 5 Experiment 1 results (models having 2 actors)—Part1

Actors

Model 1 [39] Telecom provider Technician

All dependencies [−67, 67] [−100, 100]

Isolation [−67, 67] [−100, 100]

AIM 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove VoiceConn → LoggEquip [−67, 67] [−100, 100]

AIM (VoiceConn → LoggEquip) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Model 2 [51] Patient Healthcare provider

All dependencies [−75, 43] [−75, 75]

Isolation [−75, 75] [−75, 75]

AIM −16 (negative) 0 (neutral)

Remove QualityOfCare → ViableHealthcare [−75, 75] [−75, 75]

AIM (QualityOfCare → ViableHealthcare) 0 (neutral)

Model 3 [25] City Citizen

All dependencies [−41, 41] [−50, 50]

Isolation [−41, 41] [−53, 53]

AIM 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove Process Green Waste → Quality of Waste [−41, 41] [−53, 53]

AIM (Process Green Waste → Quality of Waste) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove Willingness to Separate Waste → GW Education [−41, 41] [−53, 53]

AIM (Willingness to Separate Waste → GW Education) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove Positive City Image → Enjoy City [−41, 41] [−50, 50]

AIM (Positive City Image → Enjoy City) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

and #8 (Fig. 25)). Table 9 illustrates the results of the first
experiment for the model #9 (Fig. 26), having 6 actors. Mod-
els #10 (Fig. 27), #11 (Fig. 28), and #12 (Fig. 29) contain
circular dependencies and these cycles were successfully
detected by the prototype tool. The results of the first exper-
iment are summarized as follows:

– In models #1 (Fig. 18), #3 (Fig. 20), #6 (Fig. 23), #7
(Fig. 24), and #8 (Fig. 25), inter-actor dependencies have
no global impact on the satisfaction of the actors (i.e.,
AIM for all actors and for all dependencies is 0, which is
classified as neutral).

– Model #2 has one single dependency between actors
Patient and Healthcare Provider. This dependency has a
negative impact on the satisfaction of actor Patient (i.e.,
AIM= -16). The removal of this dependencywill increase
the midpoint of the satisfaction of Patient by 16 points.

– In Model #4 (Fig. 21), actor Vendor has no outgoing
dependencies (AIM =0, as expected). Actor System has
only one outgoing dependency with no impact on its
overall satisfaction (AIM =0). Actor ServiceProvider
has 6 incoming dependencies, having a positive impact
on his satisfaction (AIM = 6). The removal of the

implicit dependency (correlation) between Service in
SCP and Min Switch Load, would improve the satisfac-
tion of themodel by 2 points (AIM=8). However, the best
improvement for actor Service Provider is realized by
removing the implicit dependency (correlation) between
Service in SCP and MinMessage Exchange (AIM = 19,
cell colored in red in Table 8). The removal of the explicit
dependency, or the implicit dependency between Data in
SCP and MinChanges have no impact (AIM =0). The
most valuable dependency for actor Service Provider is
the one between Service in ControlSwitch and MinMes-
sage Exchange, since its removal will impact negatively
his satisfaction by 24.5 points (AIM = -24.5, cell colored
in green in Table 8).

– Model #5 (Fig. 22) has 4 explicit inter-actor dependen-
cies. These dependencies have no impact on actors Kids &
Youth and Counselors, i.e., AIM=0, while they impact
negatively actor Organization, i.e., AIM = -6.5. The
dependency between highQualityCounseling(Org) and
HighQualityCounseling is the harmful dependency since
its removal would improve the interaction by 6.5 points,
i.e., AIM = 6.5, while the removal of other dependencies
would not impact the actor satisfaction, i.e., AIM=0.
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Table 6 Experiment 1 results (models having 2 actors)—Part2

Actors

Model 6 [11] User System

All dependencies [−25, 25] [−100, 100]

Isolation [−25, 25] [−100, 100]

AIM 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove Electric Engine → Comfortable [−50, 50] [−100, 100]

AIM (Electric Engine → Comfortable) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove dependency Electric Engine → Reduce [0, 0] [−100, 100]

AIM (Electric Engine → Reduce) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove dependency Fuel Engine → Comfortable [−100, 100] [−100, 100]

AIM (Fuel Engine → Comfortable) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove dependency Fuel Engine → Reduce [−50, 50] [−100, 100]

AIM (Fuel Engine → Reduce) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Model 7 [35] Technology provider Technology user

All dependencies [−100, 25] [−100, 100]

Isolation [−100, 25] [−100, 100]

AIM 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove dependency Sell tech for profit → Purchase Technology [−100, 25] [−100, 100]

AIM (Sell tech for profit → Purchase Technology) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove dependency Produce tech → Purchase Technology [−100, 25] [−100, 100]

AIM (Produce tech → Purchase Technology) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove dependency tech users abide → Abide by Licensing [−100, 25] [−100, 100]

AIM (tech users abide → Abide by Licensing) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

– Model #9 (Fig. 26) has 6 actors and 8 inter-actor depen-
dencies. The dependencies of the model have a negative
impact onActorsA1,A2,A3,A4, and A5, while they have
no impact on A6. A1 is the most negatively impacted
actor (i.e., AIM=-30.5), while A2 is the least impacted
(i.e., AIM=-2). The dependency between G2 and G4 was
found to be the most harmful dependency to A1, since its
removal would lead to an AIM of 30.5. The dependency
between G4 and G6 is the most beneficial dependency
to A1, since its removal deteriorates the AIM of A1, i.e.,
AIM = -7. Actor A2 has two harmful dependencies of
the same magnitude, i.e., AIM = 2 for both. For actor A3,
the most harmful dependency is between G11 and G12,
since its removal improves the AIM by 19 points (cell
colored in red in Table 9).

– Model #13 (Fig. 30) has two actors and 14 inter-actor
dependencies. These dependencies have a global nega-
tive impact on both actors A and B, with B being the
most affected (AIM of -50 for B vs. an AIM of -15
for A). The model accounts for 5 harmful dependencies
for both actors plus one harmful dependency that affects
actor B only. The dependency between GA26 and GB14
was found to be the most harmful dependency to actor A
(its removal improves the AIM by 5.5 points), while the

dependency betweenGA21 andGB14was found to be the
most harmful to actor B (its removal improves the AIM
by 7.5 points). The positive contribution between SB2
and GA1 was found to be beneficial for A (the only one),
while the positive contribution between GA5 and SB1
was found to be beneficial for B only. The most benefi-
cial dependency for both actors A and B (i.e., between
GB11 and GA26) provides an improvement of 1.5 and
3.5 points for actors A and B, respectively (cell colored
in dark green in Table 7).

6.3.2 Experiment 2 results

In the second experiment, we use intervals [0, 100] instead
of [−100, 100]. Tables 5, 6 and 7 report the results of the
second experiment for models having only two actors: mod-
els #1 (Fig. 18), #2 (Fig. 19), #3 (Fig. 20), #6 (Fig. 23), #7
(Fig. 24), and #13 (Fig. 30). Table 8 shows the results of the
second experiment formodels having three actors (models #4
(Fig. 21), #5 (Fig. 22), and #8 (Fig. 25)). Table 9 illustrates the
results of the second experiment for the model #9 (Fig. 26),
having 6 actors. Models #10 (Fig. 27), #11 (Fig. 28), and
#12 (Fig. 29) contain circular dependencies and these cycles
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Table 7 Experiment 1 results (models having 2 actors)—Part3

Actors

Model 13 A B

All dependencies [−100, 64] [−100, 36]

Isolation [−68, 62] [−45, 81]

AIM −15 (negative) −50 (negative)

Remove GA5→GB6 [−100, 68] [−100, 40]

AIM (GA5→GB6)

Remove GA11→GB6 [−100, 66] [−100, 39]

AIM (GA11→GB6)

Remove GA21→GB14 [−100, 64] [−85, 36]

AIM (GA21→GB14) 0 (neutral)

Remove GA26→GB14 [−100, 75] [−100, 45]

AIM (GA26→GB14)

Remove SB2→GA9 [−100, 66] [−100, 39]

AIM (SB2→GA9)

Remove GB6→GA16 [−100, 64] [−100, 36]

AIM (GB6→GA16) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove GB10→GA16 [−100, 64] [−100, 36]

AIM (GB10→GA16) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove GB10→GA21 [−100, 64] [−100, 36]

AIM (GB10→GA21) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove GB14→TA6 [−100, 75] [−100, 45]

AIM (GB14→TA6)

Remove TB1→GA26 [−100, 64] [−100, 36]

AIM (TB1→GA26) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove GA1→SB2 [−87, 49] [−100, 36]

AIM (GA1→SB2) 0 (neutral)

Remove GA5→SB2 [−100, 64] [−100, 36]

AIM (GA5→SB2) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove SB1→GA5 [−100, 64] [−100, 34]

AIM (SB1→GA5) 0 (neutral)

Remove GB11→GA26 [−100, 61] [−100, 29]

AIM (GB11→GA26)

were successfully detected by the prototype tool. The results
of the second experiment are summarized as follows:

– In models #1, #5, #7, and #8, inter-actor dependencies
have no global impact on the satisfaction of the actors
(i.e., AIM=0 (neutral) for all actors and for all removals
of dependencies).

– Model #2 has one single dependency between actors
Patient and Healthcare Provider. This dependency has
a negative impact on the satisfaction of actor Patient
(i.e., AIM = −16). The removal of this dependency will

increase the midpoint of the satisfaction of Patient by 16
points.

– Model #3 has three dependencies between actors City
and Citizen. These three dependencies have no impact on
the satisfaction of City (i.e., AIM=0 (neutral)), while they
exhibit a slightly positive impact on Citizen (i.e., AIM =
1.5). The most beneficial dependency for actor Citizen is
the one between Positive City Image→Enjoy City, since
its removal would have a negative impact on his satisfac-
tion (AIM = −1.5).

– In model #4, actor Vendor has no outgoing dependen-
cies (AIM =0 as expected). Actor System has only one
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Table 8 Experiment 1 results (models having 3 actors)

Model 4 [10] Service provider System Vendor

All dependencies [−68, 14] [−100, 100] [−100, 100]

Isolation [−68, 2] [−100, 100] [−100, 100]

AIM 6 (positive) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove Data in New Service Node → ServiceNode [−68, 14] [−100, 100] [−100, 100]

AIM (Data in New Service Node → ServiceNode) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove dependency Data in SN → MinChanges [−70, 16] [−100, 100] [−100, 100]

AIM (Data in SN → MinChanges) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove dependency Data in SCP → MinChanges [−66, 12] [−100, 100] [−100, 100]

AIM (Data in SCP → MinChanges) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove Service in ControlSwitch → MinMessageExchange [−68, −35] [−100, 100] [−100, 100]

AIM (Service in ControlSwitch → MinMessageExchange) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove dependency Service in SCP → MinMessageExchange [−68, 52] [−100, 100] [−100, 100]

AIM (Service in SCP → MinMessageExchange) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove dependency Service in SCP → MinSwitchLoad [−68, 30] [−100, 100] [−100, 100]

AIM (Service in SCP→MinSwitchLoad) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove Service in ControlSwitch → MinSwitchLoad [−68, −2] [−100, 100] [−100, 100]

AIM (Service in ControlSwitch → MinSwitchLoad) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Model 5 [32] Organization Kids & Youth Counselors

All dependencies [−29, 16] [−65, 65] [−47, 47]

Isolation [−16, 16] [−65, 65] [−47, 47]

AIM −6.5 (negative) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove highQualityCounseling(Org) → highQualityCounseling [−16, 16] [−65, 65] [−47, 47]

AIM (highQualityCounseling(Org) → highQualityCounseling) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove dependency textMessage(Org) → textMessage(C) [−29, 16] [−65, 65] [−47, 47]

AIM (textMessage(Org) → textMessage(C)) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove kidsUseCyberCafe(Org) → kidsUseCyberCafe(C) [−29, 16] [−65, 65] [−47, 47]

AIM (kidsUseCyberCafe(Org) → kidsUseCyberCafe(C)) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove dependency kidsUseCyberCafe3 → kidsUseCyberCafe [−29, 16] [−65, 65] [−47, 47]

AIM (kidsUseCyberCafe3 → kidsUseCyberCafe) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Model 8 [33] PC User Data Pirate PC Provider

All dependencies [−100, 100] [−100, 100] [−100, 31]

Isolation [−100, 100] [−100, 100] [−100, 31]

AIM 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove purchase PC product → produce PC products [−100, 100] [−100, 100] [−100, 31]

AIM (purchase PC product → producepcproducts) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove obtain PC from data pirate → make content available [−100, 100] [−100, 100] [−100, 31]

AIM (obtain PC from data pirate → make content available) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove make content available → allow p2p [−100, 100] [−100, 100] [−100, 31]

AIM (make content available p2p → allow p2p) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove pc users abide by licensing →Abide by licensing [−100, 100] [−100, 100] [−100, 31]

AIM (cuser abide by rules → abide by rules) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)
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outgoing dependency with no impact on its overall satis-
faction (AIM=0). Actor ServiceProvider has 6 incoming
dependencies, having a positive impact on his satisfac-
tion (AIM = 6). The removal of the implicit dependency
(correlation) between Service in SCP and Min Switch
Load, would improve the satisfaction of the model by
2 points (AIM =8). However, the best improvement
for actor Service Provider is realized by removing
the implicit dependency (correlation) between Service
in SCP and MinMessage Exchange (AIM = 19). The
removal of the explicit dependency, or the implicit depen-
dency between Data in SCP and MinChanges will have
no impact (AIM =0). The most valuable dependency
for actor Service Provider is the one between Service
in ControlSwitch and MinMessage Exchange, since its
removal will impact negatively his satisfaction by 24.5
points (AIM = −24.5).

– Model #6 has 4 inter-actor dependencies, having no
impact on actor System, i.e., AIM =0 (neutral). The most
harmful dependencies for actor System are (1) Electric
Engine→Comfortable and (2) Fuel Engine→Reduce,
since the removal of each one of them would improve
the satisfaction of System by 12.5 points (AIM =
12.5). The most beneficial dependencies for actor Sys-
tem are (1) Electric Engine→Reduce and (2) Fuel
Engine→Comfortable, since the removal of each one of
themwould impact negatively the satisfaction of System
by 12.5 points (AIM = −12.5)

– Model #9has 6 actors and8dependencies. Thedependen-
cies of themodel have anegative impact onActorsA1,A2,
A3, and A4, while they have no impact on A5 and A6.
A1 is the most negatively impacted actor (i.e., AIM =
−30.5), while A2 is the least impacted (i.e., AIM = −2).
The dependency between G2 and G4 was found to be the
most harmful dependency to A1, since its removal would
lead to an AIM of 30.5. The dependency between G4
and G6 is the most beneficial dependency to A1 and A2,
since its removal deteriorates theAIMs of A1 andA2, i.e.,
AIM = −7. For actor A3, the most harmful dependency
is between G11 and G12, since its removal improves the
AIM by 19 points.

– For Model #13 (Fig. 30), the 14 inter-actor dependencies
have an overall positive impact on actor A (AIM of 1) and
an overall negative impact on actor B (AIM of −22.5).
Similar to Experiment 1 (seeTable 7), themodel accounts
for 5 harmful dependencies for both actors. The depen-
dency betweenGA26 andGB14was found to be themost
harmful dependency to both A (its removal improves the
AIM by 5.5 points) and B (its removal improves the AIM
by 4.5 points). The positive contribution between GB11
and GA26 was found to be beneficial for A (its removal
deteriorates the AIM by 1.5 points), while the positive
contribution between GA5 and SB1 was found to be ben-

eficial for B. The most beneficial dependency for A (i.e.,
between GA1 and SB2) provides an improvement of 7.5
points (cell colored in dark green in Table 12). Further-
more, themost beneficial dependency for B (i.e., between
GB11 and GA26) provides an improvement of 3.5 points
(cell colored in dark green in Table 12).

6.4 Results analysis

For both experiments, all computed intervals andmetrics pro-
duced by the tool (for the acyclic GRL models, i.e., model
#1 to #9 and model #13) and the resulting inter-actor depen-
dency classifications were checked manually, revealing a
100% correctness rate. Furthermore, the tool was able to
detect successfully the presence of circular dependencies in
the cyclic GRL models, i.e., models#10, #11, and #12.

Table 15 summarizes the impact of inter-actor dependen-
cies for both experiments. We notice that for models #1, #2,
#7, #8, and #13 the number of dependencies in each cate-
gory is the same. For models #3, #5, and #9, we see small
improvements in experiment 2 compared with experiment
1, i.e., for model #3: 5 neutral and 1 beneficial vs. 6 neu-
tral, for model #5: 12 neutral vs. 1 harmful and 11 neutral,
and for model #9: 7 harmful, 1 beneficial, and 40 neutral vs.
5 harmful, 2 beneficial and 41 neutral. For models #4 and
#6, we cannot conclude whether there is an improvement
or a deterioration. Hence, based on these results, we cannot
conclude that moving the initial intervals to the positive ter-
ritory, i.e., from [−100, 100] to [0, 100] in our case, would
benefit the interacting actors. Therefore, results depend on
both initial intervals and the model structure. The analyst
may experiment with different interval ranges to reach sat-
isfactory inter-actor interactions. Otherwise, he may change
the model structure by removing harmful dependencies and
repeat the process again. Practical considerations have been
discussed in Sect 7.3.

The propagation of the satisfaction intervals is based on
breadth-first graph traversal algorithm and has O(n + e)
time complexity, where n is the number of intentional ele-
ments and e is the number of links. Table 15 shows the
computation time of each model, measured on a PC run-
ning 64-bit windows 10 Enterprise, with a processor Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-7600U CPU@2.8 Ghz and 8GB of memory.
Each recorded timemeasurement represents the average time
of 5 runs. The computation times for all models vary from
16ms to 94ms. We notice that the larger models (i.e., #9 and
#13) have the highest run times and they are comparable.
These results confirm the linear time complexity of our algo-
rithm.
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Table 10 Experiment 2 results (models having 2 actors)—Part1

Actors

Model 1 [39] Telecom Provider Technician

All dependencies [0, 67] [0, 100]

Isolation [0, 67] [0, 100]

AIM 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove VoiceConn → LoggEquip [0, 67] [0, 100]

AIM (VoiceConn → LoggEquip) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Model 2 [51] Patient Healthcare Provider

All dependencies [0, 43] [0, 75]

Isolation [0, 75] [0, 75]

AIM −16 (negative) 0 (neutral)

Remove QualityOfCare → ViableHealthcare [0, 75] [0, 75]

AIM (QualityOfCare → ViableHealthcare) 0 (neutral)

Model 3 [25] City Citizen

All dependencies [0, 41] [0, 53]

Isolation [0, 41] [0, 50]

AIM 0 (neutral) 1.5 (positive)

Remove Process Green Waste →Quality of Waste [0, 41] [0, 53]

AIM (Process Green Waste →Quality of Waste) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove Willingness to Separate Waste →GW Education [0, 41] [0, 53]

AIM (Willingness to Separate Waste →GW Education) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove Positive City Image →Enjoy City [0, 41] [0, 50]

AIM (Positive City Image →Enjoy City) 0 (neutral)

7 Discussion

In what follows, we discuss the benefits of our proposed
approach, compare it with related work, provide some prac-
tical considerations on how to use the approach, and present
the potential threats to validity.

7.1 General benefits of our approach

The presented approach has the following benefits:

– Interval-based satisfaction analysis: To the best of our
knowledge, our technique is the first goal-based analysis
approach that uses intervals to quantify the satisfaction
of intentional elements and actors.

– Support of various types of dependencies: GRL is per-
missive (compared to otherGORE languages like i* [60])
when it comes to the types of inter-actor dependencies.
Thus, our approach supports both implicit (i.e., contri-
butions, correlations, and decompositions) and explicit
inter-actor dependencies.

– Completeness and scalability: Our approach and proto-
type tool handles all GRL constructs and can be applied
to any GRL model of any size and having any num-
ber of actors. Furthermore, our prototype tool handles
both TGRL contribution types, i.e., quantitative (e.g.,
contributesTo G1 with 75) and qualitative (e.g., con-
tributesTo G1 with somePositive).

– Generality: Although our tool is TGRL specific, it can be
adapted to other goal-oriented languages with minimal
modifications.

– Fully automated: Our prototype tool computes automat-
ically the AIM for the entire TGRL model as well as the
ones relative to each inter-actor dependency. In addition,
it is capable of detecting cycles, i.e., circular dependen-
cies.

7.2 Comparison with related work

In this section, we compare our approach with existing actor
interaction analysis techniques, highlighted in Sect. 4, in the
context of goal models.
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Table 11 Experiment 2 results (models having 2 actors)—Part2

Actors

Model 6 [11] User System

All dependencies [0, 25] [0, 100]

Isolation [0, 25] [0, 100]

AIM 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove Electric Engine → Comfortable [0, 50] [0, 100]

AIM (Electric Engine → Comfortable) 0 (neutral)

Remove dependency Electric Engine → Reduce [0, 0] [0, 100]

AIM (Electric Engine → Reduce) 0 (neutral)

Remove dependency Fuel Engine → Comfortable [0, 0] [0, 100]

AIM (Fuel Engine → Comfortable) 0 (neutral)

Remove dependency Fuel Engine→Reduce [0, 50] [0, 100]

AIM (Fuel Engine → Reduce) 0 (neutral)

Model 7 [35] Technology Provider Technology User

All dependencies [0, 25] [0, 100]

Isolation [0, 25] [0, 100]

AIM 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove dependency Sell tech for profit → Purchase Technology [0, 25] [0, 100]

AIM (Sell tech for profit → Purchase Technology) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove dependency Produce tech → Purchase Technology [0, 25] [0, 100]

AIM (Produce tech →Purchase Technology) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove dependency tech users abide → Abide by Licensing [0, 25] [0, 100]

AIM (tech users abide → Abide by Licensing) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Table 16 summarizes the comparison based on the follow-
ing criteria:

– Goal model Notation: denotes themodel type, e.g., GRL,
KAOS, Tropos, i* SR, etc.

– Technique: specifies the type of approach, e.g., rule-
based, heuristics, satisfaction analysis, metric, game
theory, empirical, etc.

– Model aspect: denoteswhich goalmodel aspect is used in
the approach, e.g., quantitative/qualitative/hybrid, struc-
tural, etc.

– Source of interactions: denotes how the conflict is
defined, e.g., conflicting view points, inter-actor depen-
dencies, intra-actor dependencies, etc.

– Automation: denotes whether the approach is manual, or
automated.

As shown in Table 16, five types of interactions/conflicts
were addressed in the reviewed literature: Inter-actor depen-
dencies [13,14,19,20,23,24,26,50–52], divergences (weak
forms of conflict) [57], conflicting view points [28], feature
interactions (FI) [18], and intra-actor dependencies [6].

It isworth noting that goal-orientedquantitative approaches
based on Game Theory (GT) [47] suffer from scalability
issues. Indeed, all GT-based surveyed approaches [13,14,30,
51] model interactions in goal models as a two-person game,
i.e., game with only two players (e.g., in Sumesh et al. [51]
the players represent two top softgoals of each actor, in Has-
sine et al. [30] the players are two GRL actors), in order
to come up with reconciliation strategies, representing Nash
Equilibria. This scalability issue is not limited to the num-
ber of supported actors but also to the number of supported
elements within an actor. For example, in [51] only two alter-
native options, representing the only two available strategies
for each actor, are considered. The approach presented in [30]
relaxes this constraint by supporting more strategies, but the
proposed solution remains not scalable. Indeed, given two
GRL actors with m and q leaf elements, the produced pay-
off bimatrix (composed of actors’ satisfaction values) will
be of size 5m × 5q . Therefore, if the numbers of leaves, i.e.,
m and q, become large, the size of the bimatrix will grow
exponentially. Our proposed approach supports any number
of actors and any type of dependencies (explicit/implicit)
between actors.
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Table 12 Experiment 2 results
(models having 2 actors)—Part3

Actors

Model 13 A B

All dependencies [0, 64] [0, 36]

Isolation [0, 62] [0, 81]

AIM 1.0 (positive) −22.5 (negative)

Remove GA5→GB6 [0, 68] [0, 40]

AIM (GA5→GB6)

Remove GA11→GB6 [0, 66] [0, 39]

AIM (GA11→GB6)

Remove GA21→GB14 [0, 64] [0, 36]

AIM (GA21→GB14) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove GA26→GB14 [0, 75] [0, 45]

AIM (GA26→GB14)

Remove SB2→GA9 [0, 66] [0, 39]

AIM (SB2→GA9)

Remove GB6→GA16 [0, 64] [0, 36]

AIM (GB6→GA16) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove GB10→GA16 [0, 64] [0, 36]

AIM (GB10→GA16) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove GB10→GA21 [0, 64] [0, 36]

AIM (GB10→GA21) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove GB14→TA6 [0, 75] [0, 45]

AIM (GB14→TA6)

Remove TB1→GA26 [0, 64] [0, 36]

AIM (TB1→GA26) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove GA1→SB2 [0, 49] [0, 36]

AIM (GA1→SB2) 0 (neutral)

Remove GA5→SB2 [0, 64] [0, 36]

AIM (GA5→SB2) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove SB1→GA5 [0, 64] [0, 34]

AIM (SB1→GA5) 0 (neutral)

Remove GB11→GA26 [0, 61] [0, 29]

AIM (GB11→GA26)

Five metric-based approaches have been proposed [19,20,
23,24,26,52] to measure inter-actor dependencies. They rely
only on the configuration of the goal model (i.e., structural
metrics) and some of them require human judgment [20,52].
It is worth noting that our proposed approach is the unique
goal-oriented analysis approach that uses interval-based sat-
isfactions.

7.3 Practical considerations

In this section, we describe how the proposed approach
and metric can be used by requirements engineers/analysts
to analyze GRL models from two perspectives: (1) eval-
uation of potential alternative solutions (through interval-

based satisfaction analysis), and (2) assessing the impact
of dependencies between the intervening actors. However,
assessing the usefulness of the approach for requirements
engineers/analysts in a real-world context, requires a sepa-
rate empirical study that is outside the scope of the paper.

Figure 17 illustrates the workflow of one possible deploy-
ment of the approach, as a UML activity diagram model. In
the first step, the analyst selects one potential solution by
defining the satisfaction intervals of the model leaf elements
(that will be refined later into requirements). The choice of
interval ranges is based on the analyst domain/organizational
knowledge and the GRL model syntactic constraints (e.g.,
satisfy only one element in presence of a XOR decompo-
sition). Interval ranges are specified based on the presence
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Table 13 Experiment 2 results (models having 3 actors)

Model 4 [10] Service Provider System Vendor

All dependencies [0, 14] [0, 100] [0, 100]

Isolation [0, 2] [0, 100] [0, 100]

AIM 6 (positive) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove Data in New Service Node→ServiceNode [0, 14] [0, 100] [0, 100]

AIM (Data in New Service Node→ServiceNode) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove dependency Data in SN→MinChanges [0, 16] [0, 100] [0, 100]

AIM (Data in SN→MinChanges) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove dependency Data in SCP→MinChanges [0, 12] [0, 100] [0, 100]

AIM (Data in SCP→MinChanges) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove Service in ControlSwitch→MinMessageExchange [0, −35] [0, 100] [0, 100]

AIM (Service in ControlSwitch→MinMessageExchange) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove dependency Service in SCP→MinMessageExchange [0, 52] [0, 100] [0, 100]

AIM (Service in SCP→MinMessageExchange) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove dependency Service in SCP→MinSwitchLoad [0, 30] [0, 100] [0, 100]

AIM (Service in SCP→MinSwitchLoad) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove Service in ControlSwitch→MinSwitchLoad [−2, 0] [0, 100] [0, 100]

AIM (Service in ControlSwitch→MinSwitchLoad) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Model 5 [32] Organization Kids & Youth Counselors

All dependencies [0, 16] [0, 65] [0, 47]

Isolation [0, 16] [0, 65] [0, 47]

AIM 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove highQualityCounseling(Org)→highQualityCounseling [0, 16] [0, 65] [0, 47]

AIM (highQualityCounseling(Org)→highQualityCounseling) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove dependency textMessage(Org)→textMessage(C) [0, 16] [0, 65] [0, 47]

AIM (textMessage(Org)→textMessage(C)) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove kidsUseCyberCafe(Org)→kidsUseCyberCafe(C) [0, 16] [0, 65] [0, 47]

AIM (kidsUseCyberCafe(Org)→kidsUseCyberCafe(C)) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove dependency kidsUseCyberCafe3 →kidsUseCyberCafe [0, 16] [0, 65] [0, 47]

AIM (kidsUseCyberCafe3→kidsUseCyberCafe) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Model 8 [33] PC User Data Pirate PC Provider

All dependencies [0, 100] [0, 100] [0, 31]

Isolation [0, 100] [0, 100] [0, 31]

AIM 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove purchase PC product→ produce PC products [0, 100] [0, 100] [0, 31]

AIM (purchase PC product→producepcproducts) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove obtain PC from data pirate→make content available [0, 100] [0, 100] [0, 31]

AIM (obtain PC from data pirate→make content available) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove make content available→allow p2p [0, 100] [0, 100] [0, 31]

AIM (make content available p2p→allow p2p) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove pc users abide by licensing→Abide by licensing [0, 100] [0, 100] [0, 31]

AIM (cuser abide by rules→abide by rules) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)
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Table 14 Experiment 2 results (Model having 6 actors)

Actors

Model 9 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6

All dependencies [0, 39] [0, 39] [0, 18] [0, 65] [0, 75] [0, 25]

Isolation [0, 100] [0, 25] [0, 75] [0, 87] [0, 75] [0, 25]

AIM −30.5 (negative) 7 (positive) −28.5 (negative) −11 (negative) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove G2—G4 [0, 100] [0, 39] [0, 18] [0, 65] [0, 75] [0, 25]

AIM (G2—G4) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove T3—T7 [0, 39] [0, 39] [0, 18] [0, 65] [0, 75] [0, 25]

AIM (T3—T7) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove G7—G9 [0, 43] [0, 43] [0, 18] [0, 87] [0, 75] [0, 25]

AIM (G7—G9) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove G9—T8 [0, 39] [0, 39] [0, 18] [0, 65] [0, 75] [0, 25]

AIM (G9—T8) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove G4—G6 [0, 25] [0, 25] [0, 18] [0, 65] [0, 75] [0, 25]

AIM (G4—G6) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove G2—G5 [0, 39] [0, 39] [0, 18] [0, 65] [0, 75] [0, 25]

AIM (G2—G5) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove G11—G8 [0, 39] [0, 39] [0, 18] [0, 65] [0, 75] [0, 25]

AIM (G11—G8) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Remove G11—G12 [0, 39] [0, 39] [0, 56] [0, 65] [0, 75] [0, 25]

AIM (G11—G12) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral) 0 (neutral)

Table 15 Summary of inter-actor interactions

Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Average Execution Time (ms)

Harmful Beneficial Neutral Harmful Beneficial Neutral

Model1 0 0 2 0 0 2 16

Model2 1 0 1 1 0 1 20

Model3 0 0 6 0 1 5 32

Model4 2 2 17 3 3 15 56

Model5 1 0 11 0 0 12 40

Model6 0 0 8 2 2 4 32

Model7 0 0 6 0 0 6 19

Model8 0 0 12 0 0 12 33

Model9 7 1 40 5 2 41 94

Model13 11 4 13 10 4 14 93

of evidence (positive or negative) to satisfy an intentional
element and its level (fully or partially) [34]. For instance,
the analyst may choose interval ranges near the higher end
(e.g., [80, 95]) for leaf elements that will probably be satis-
fied, interval ranges near the lower end (e.g., [−95, −80])
for leaf elements that will probably be denied.

Next, the analyst computes and analyzes the produced
AIM metric (step 2). In case the type and magnitude of all
inter-actor dependencies (as a whole) are acceptable (e.g.,
beneficial, neutral, or may be slightly harmful, i.e., toler-
able low AIM value), then the process ends, and the model

remains unchanged.Otherwise (i.e., guard condition [not sat-
isfied] in Fig. 17), the analyst would analyze the computed
AIM value for each inter-actor dependency (step3). The ana-
lyst may then mitigate the detected vulnerabilities by:

1. Choose different satisfaction intervals (step 4): The ana-
lystmay decide to try other alternative solutions using the
initial GRLmodel. Changing the input intervals produces
different AIM values (step 2).

2. Remove one or multiple inter-actor dependency (step 5):
Given all AIM values for all inter-actor dependencies
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Fig. 17 Possible workflow describing a potential deployment of the
approach

and all satisfaction intervals, the analyst may then select
a candidate dependency to be removed, for instance the
dependency that leads to the best improvement of the
AIM value (i.e., the most harmful dependency). How-
ever, the analyst should perform a change impact analysis
(CIA) [7,8] in order to assess the syntactic/semantic
impact of removing the dependency (step 6). The evalu-
ation of the syntactic impact involves studying how the
removal of an inter-actor dependency would propagate
to the rest of the GRL model (following the network of
links) and determine the potentially impacted GRL ele-
ments. Alkaf et al. [7] proposed an automated approach
to determine the impact of changes in GRL models by
marking all impacted elements. The evaluation of the
semantic impact aims to evaluate how the depender (of
the deleted dependency) can mitigate the dependency
deletion, which may result in some adjustments (step 7)
to the GRL model (e.g., rephrase goals, introduction of
a new task, etc.). The modification of the GRL model
requires repeating the process starting from the first step.

It is worth noting that the acceptance of the GRL model
may depend on the chosen AIM threshold (e.g., in case of
slightly harmful dependencies, see Step 2). An AIM thresh-

old can be set by the analyst/organization based on the
domain knowledge and the organizational tolerance level to
inter-actor dependencies. However, the characterization of
AIM thresholds requires the conduct of an empirical study
in various real-world contexts, which is outside the scope of
this paper.

Furthermore, the proposed approach should be mainly
used during the early stages of the requirements engineer-
ing phase. At this stage, the modeler is not yet interested
in the operational details of processes or system require-
ments, or component interactions [36]. However, changes to
the goal model after the development of the solution (which
are less likely to happen since goals are known to be stable
compared to requirements [12,54]) may significantly impact
system requirements/design and may be very costly.

7.4 Threats to validity

The proposed approach, and the experimental evaluation
(Sect. 6) are subject to several limitations and threats to
validity, categorized here according to three important types
identified by Wright et al. [59].

– Construct validity: The first threat is that we have used
quantitative interval values to model satisfaction levels
of leaf elements. We could have used qualitative inter-
vals such as [Denied..Satisfied] (instead of [−100, 100]),
or [Neutral..Satisfied] (instead of [0, 100]), limiting the
number of options for each leaf element. We believe that
our metric is more precise in measuring inter-actor inter-
actions and that the use of a qualitative metric would
not be as sensitive as our quantitative metric. However,
an experimental investigation is required to verify this
hypothesis. This is out of the scope of this paper and will
be addressed in future work.

A second threat is related to the validity of our interval-
based propagation algorithm. It is worth noting that our
interval-based forward propagation algorithm is inspired
from the ITU-T quantitative forward propagation algorithm,
described in [36]. Furthermore, although this algorithm
would promote the adoption of our approach by analysts and
researchers, who are familiar with the standard GRL and
the jUCMNav [37] tool, it does inherit the same limitations.
Indeed, in presence of many contributions links and with the
use of wide initial interval ranges (see Fig. 13), the com-
puted satisfaction interval may exceed the accepted range
(e.g., [−107, 105] in Fig. 13) resulting in the interval being
capped to [−100, 100]. Such limitation may result in simi-
lar intervals (i.e., [−100, 100]) with/ without dependencies
leading to more neutral cases, which may hamper the prac-
ticality of the approach. This limitation is inherited from the
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GRL propagation algorithm, which limits the range of val-
ues to [−100, 100]. To mitigate this threat, the analyst may
experiment with different initial interval ranges with prefer-
ence for smaller ranges. Furthermore, like the quantitative
forward propagation algorithm, our interval-based propaga-
tion algorithm does not support circular dependencies.

A third threat concerns the use of interval midpoint, as
it abstracts the interval information and does not preserve
the original range. For example, intervals [−10, 10] and
[−50, 50] have the same midpoint, i.e., zero. To mitigate
this threat, our prototype tool computes and displays all sat-
isfaction intervals of all model elements.

– Internal validity: There is a potential criticism with
respect to having a large number of neutral impact (i.e.,
AIM = 0), even in the presence of many inter-actor
dependencies. Indeed, the interval computation does not
depend only on the number of dependencies between the
interacting actors, but also on the GRL structure and the
selected strategies. Hence, having neutral impacts does
not impact the validity of the computed metrics.

Another possible threat is related to the choice of two
intervals, i.e., [−100, 100] and [0, 100], in our experimen-
tal evaluation. The first choice (i.e., [−100, 100]), presumes
full uncertainty with respect to the satisfiability of leaf ele-
ments of the GRL model. The second choice (i.e., [0, 100])
presumes that each actor would try his best not to deny his
leaf elements. However, our approach is flexible, allowing
the analyst to use different initial satisfaction intervals for
any intentional element. For instance, an analyst may not
choose semantically invalid strategies (e.g., satisfying mutu-
ally exclusive alternatives).

– External validity: As for external validity, a possible
threat is that our proposed approach is tailored to the
textual GRL language [36] and to the GRL forward
propagation algorithm [36]. Although the steps and the
running example are illustrated using GRL, our approach
can likely be adjusted and applied to other goal-oriented
languages that support actors, intentional elements, and
their relationships (including i* [60]). Another possi-
ble external threat is related to the lack of evidence of
the usefulness of the approach for requirements engi-
neers/analysts in a real-world context. Providing such
evidence requires the conduct of an empirical study that
is outside the scope of this paper.

8 Conclusions and future work

We have proposed a novel quantitative metric, called Actor
Interaction Metric (AIM), to measure inter-actor dependen-

cies in GRL models. The AIM metric is based on the
computation of satisfaction intervals and takes into account
both the structural configurations of GRL actors and their
quantitative satisfaction levels. The metric is used to cate-
gorize inter-actor dependencies into positive, negative, and
neutral. In addition, the metric helps identify the most
harmful/beneficial dependency for each actor, given anyuser-
defined strategy. The approach is implemented in a prototype
tool, that targets the inter-actor dependencies in textual GRL.
We have evaluated experimentally our approach using 13
TGRL models, achieving 100% accuracy in terms of cor-
rectness, as well as detection and classification rate.

As future work, we plan to integrate our approach within
jUCMNav, the most comprehensive tool available to date
that supports the definition and analysis of GRL models. In
addition, we will investigate the design of a qualitative inter-
actor dependencymetric by reusing the ITU-T standard GRL
qualitative propagation algorithm.

Acknowledgements The authors would like to acknowledge the sup-
port provided by the Deanship of Scientific Research at King Fahd
University of Petroleum & Minerals for funding this work through
Project No. IN171027.

Appendix A: GRLmodels

See Figs. 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, and 30.

Fig. 18 Model 1: Telecommunication system (adapted from [39])
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Fig. 19 Model 2: Tele-medicine system (adapted from [51])

Fig. 20 Model 3: Waste management system (adapted from [25])
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Fig. 21 Model 4: Wireless
system (adapted from [10])

Fig. 22 Model 5: Youth
counseling (adapted from [32])
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Fig. 23 Model 6: Hybrid car system (adapted from [11])

Fig. 24 Model 7: Technology system (adapted from [35])
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Fig. 25 Model 8: PC system
(adapted from [33])

Fig. 26 Model 9: Generic
example 1 (large model having a
large number of actors)
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Fig. 27 Model 10: Generic
cyclic model (cycle composed
of explicit dependencies)

Fig. 28 Model 11: Generic
cyclic model (cycle composed
of implicit dependencies)

Fig. 29 Model 12: Generic
cyclic model (cycle composed
of a mixture of explicit and
implicit dependencies)
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Fig. 30 Model 13: Generic
model having a large number of
dependencies
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